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Integrated Performance Information for Workforce Development
A Blueprint for States

Executive Summary

Introduction

This is a guide for states interested in creating or further developing integrated performance
information for workforce development programs.  Integrated performance information
reports performance results consistently across programs, across levels (from institutions to
local areas to states), or for programs as a system.  It responds to the longstanding challenge
and frustration caused by multiple, inconsistent performance measures across workforce
development programs, a multiplicity that impedes collaboration—in both planning and
service delivery—and befuddles policy makers.  It also responds to shortcomings in programs'
management information systems that cannot follow participants over time or report
performance in a consistent manner.     

Integrated performance information, however, is more than
a shared information system and a set of consistent
measures. It also requires institutions and practices to
support shared accountability for results.  This Blueprint
discusses each of the steps involved: establishing
authority, building a culture of shared accountability
and trust, generating capacity, crafting performance
measures, setting and using targets, as well as, creating
and maintaining a shared information system.

Some states are at the initial stage of considering whether
they want integrated performance information; others may
have been at it for a long time, but are interested in improving their
work.  In either case, this Blueprint is intended to be of assistance.  States may want to
consider bits and pieces, or the whole thing, as best suits their needs.

The Benefits

There are many advantages to states having integrated performance information.  They
include increased accountability, improved strategic planning, better research, more efficient
use of resources, and a sense of shared-responsibility among workforce development
programs.  These advantages can improve the credibility of workforce programs and, in turn,
enhance the support they receive and, ultimately their ability to serve customers.

What is meant by workforce development?  The phrase, workforce development, encompasses
programs that prepare people for employment and career advancement throughout their lives,
and includes, but is not limited to:

• Secondary Career and Technical Education
• Postsecondary Career and Technical Education
• The Employment Service, Workforce Investment Act (WIA) Title III
• Workforce Investment Act Title I-B
• Trade Adjustment Assistance Act
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• Adult Education and Family Literacy, WIA Title II
• Vocational Rehabilitation, WIA Title IV
• Temporary Assistance for Needy Families Work Program
• Apprenticeship

Viewed as a system, it may surprise some to learn that most money for these programs comes
from the states.  The largest programs, in terms of funding, are the education programs for
which states typically supply at least 90 percent of the funds.  Given this funding arrangement,
it is logical that states exercise leadership in devising integrated performance information
across workforce development programs.

The United States Office of Management and the Budget (OMB) has taken an important initial
step toward integrated performance information by issuing "common measures" for federal
workforce development programs.  OMB has received the attention of federal agencies,
particularly the Department of Labor (DOL), regarding the need for consistent measures across
programs.  DOL has also taken the step of designing a new reporting system, ETA
Management Information and Longitudinal Evaluation System (EMILE), that is to be
consistent across most Department programs.  This Blueprint builds on these initial steps by
recommending performance measures and an information system that would support
consistency across state as well as federal workforce programs.  Using the Blueprint does not,
however, require implementation of a system such as EMILE.

The Blueprint was produced through the joint efforts of six states (Florida, Michigan, Montana,
Oregon, Texas, and Washington), with the financial support of DOL.  Washington State's
Workforce Training and Education Coordinating Board (Washington Workforce Board), with
the assistance of the National Governors Association's (NGA) Center for Best Practices
convened policy and technical teams from each of the six states.  Each state team included
representation from a cross-section of workforce development programs.  This diversity of
representation was a necessary ingredient for the success of the project.  The team members
endeavored to listen closely to the perspectives of each program and to arrive at solutions that
were acceptable to all.  (Appendix A lists participants.)

The state teams met several times during 2004 to share experiences and lessons learned,
review technical papers, think through key questions, and arrive at consensus on key aspects
of integrated performance information.  In addition to the NGA's Center for Best Practices, the
states received assistance from the Ray Marshall Center at the University of Texas and The
Center for Governmental Studies at Northern Illinois University.  The states benefited greatly
from the research conducted on behalf of the project as well as from the general expertise and
experience of these entities.  They and the state teams provided much of the material for the
Blueprint and reviewed and commented on drafts.  The Blueprint is very much the shared
product of the six states and their partners, although the Washington Workforce Board
remains ultimately responsible.

The Blueprint consists of the following sections:

Part I: Challenges and Responses

States face serious challenges as they embark down the road of creating integrated
performance information.  And the challenges don't end with the beginning.  Most of the
challenges are ongoing and require constant attention.  This section of the Blueprint examines
some of the major challenges and choices that some states have made to address them.  The
section discusses:  (1) establishing authority for integrated performance information, (2)
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creating a culture of shared accountability, (3) building capacity-including funding and
addressing privacy issues, and (4) reaching consensus on goals and measures.  For each
challenge, the Blueprint presents examples of actions states have taken, the variety of actions
reflecting the institutional structures and political conditions in states.  States reading the
Blueprint may want to pick and choose from these examples and implement the steps that best
fit their situation.

Part II:  IPI Performance Measures

What are the best performance measures for workforce development if the same measures are
applied horizontally and vertically within the system, including programs that are funded
mostly by the states and programs that are funded mostly by Congress?  This was a central
question considered by the six states and their partners at NGA's Center for Best Practices and
the Ray Marshall Center at the University of Texas.  

The states began by considering, "What do policy leaders want to know about performance
results?"  They then suggested the selection criteria for judging measures, and analyzed the
advantages and disadvantages of a long list of possible measures.  In the end, the states agreed
on a relatively short list of measures that best respond to the performance questions commonly
posed by policy leaders.  This section of the Blueprint summarizes the discussion and
recommendations of the six states' teams.  Other states may wish to follow suit, either by
following this type of process within their state, or by adopting some or all of the
recommended measures.  

The following table summarizes the performance measures recommended by the teams from
the six states.  The measures are separated into those measures that are useful as accountability
measures, for which there could be targets and consequences, and those measures that, while
indicators of how well the workforce development system is doing, do not sufficiently satisfy
the criteria for good performance measures in order to be used for targets and consequences.

IPI Performance Measures

Accountability Measures

Category Measure

Labor Market Results for Program 
Participants

•  Do people get jobs?
•  What are they paid?

1. Short-term Employment Rate:
The percentage of participants who
are employed during the second
quarter after exit.  (For youth,
enrollment in education counts as
well as employment.)

2. Long-term Employment Rate:
The percentage of participants who
are employed during the fourth
quarter after exit.  (For youth,
enrollment in education counts as
well as employment.)

3. Earnings Level:
Median earnings during the 2nd
quarter after exit among all exiters
with earnings. 
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The measures do not attempt to measure everything that is important to each program. These
measures concentrate on outcomes important across workforce development programs. An
individual program may have other goals and measures related to its particular mission.  For
example, adult education (WIA Title II) has a goal of improving literacy skill levels and
measures linked to that outcome.1 Each program may want to have an additional measure or
measures related to its unique mission.   

The state teams considered many other measures besides these eight.  This section discusses
some of these measures and why they did not rise to the top of the list.  This section also
discusses data sources, setting and using performance targets, adjusting targets or results for
economic conditions and participant characteristics, and how national research complements
state performance measurement.

1 Participants in Adult Education and Family Literacy who are in the program for a reason that is not work-related, may be
excluded from the performance measures presented here.

Skill Gains
• To what extent do education levels

increase?

4. Credential Completion Rate:
The percentage of exiters who have
completed a certificate, degree, diploma,
licensure, or industry-recognized
credential during participation or within
one year of exit.

Results for Employers and the Economy
• Are we meeting the needs of employers?

5.  Repeat Employer Customers:
The percentage of employers who are
served who return to the same program
for service within one year.

Performance Indicators

Category Measure

Results for Employers and the Economy
• Are we meeting the needs of employers?

6.  Employer Market Penetration:
The percentage of all employers who
are served during one year. 

Return on Investment
•  What is the return on the investment?

7.  Taxpayer Return on Investment:
The net impact on tax revenue and social
welfare payments compared to the cost
of the services.

8.  Participant Return on Investment:
The net impact on participant earnings
and employer-provided benefits
compared to the cost of the services.
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Part III:  Shared Information Systems

A major barrier to integrated performance information is the absence of a shared or integrated
information system for workforce development in most states.  Participant information
remains scattered about in various program level Management Information Systems (MISs),
and there is usually no system for integrating the information from the multiple MISs to
support cross-program performance measurement and reporting.

This section of the Blueprint discusses the steps and decisions involved in establishing a "data
warehouse" that links administrative records from multiple programs with other data sets
containing outcome information, such as unemployment insurance wage records.  A data
warehouse is built on top of existing MISs and does not replace them.  The MISs are still
necessary for program management.  The warehouse is a longer-term repository where data
are cleaned and matched in order to analyze and report performance outcomes and to conduct
research.

Creating a data warehouse requires states to make decisions regarding: authorization;
leadership; funding; scope; data ownership, confidentiality, and access; information flows;
reporting; and quality assurance, among other issues.  This section of the Blueprint walks
through each of these issues and the major options.

Conclusion

States will want to consider how to use this Blueprint given federal initiatives in this area,
including the OMB's common measures, the DOL's EMILE System, and the pending
reauthorization of the Workforce Investment Act (WIA), the Carl D. Perkins Vocational and
Technical Education Act, and other federal acts related to workforce development.  States may
choose to proceed in a number of different ways.  The development of a shared information
system is something that should be useful regardless of the outcomes of federal initiatives.
Electronically linking records from multiple programs with files containing outcome data will
facilitate the implementation of common measures and reporting the performance information
likely to be required by the reauthorized acts, as well as meeting state-identified needs.

If states find some or all of the performance measures recommended here to be useful, they
can implement them as additional measures to those necessary to satisfy federal or other state
requirements.  Experience has shown, moreover, that federal performance measurement
requirements evolve over time.  If states find the IPI measures to be useful in responding to
policy makers' needs, the measures may be reflected in future generations of federal acts and
guidelines.  Federal performance requirements have a powerful effect on program
implementation and results; if states find the IPI measures to be useful, it would be very
helpful if future federal requirements were aligned with them.

Finally, whatever the specific course of events in Congress or the federal agencies may be, the
basic issues of building the capacity for and a culture of shared accountability are likely to be
challenges that remain with states.  The state teams believe the experiences and lessons shared
here will help workforce development leaders as they continue to face these challenges.
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Introduction

This is a guide for states interested in
creating or further developing integrated
performance information for workforce
development programs.  It responds to the
longstanding challenge and frustration
caused by multiple, inconsistent performance
measures across workforce development
programs, a multiplicity that impedes
collaboration—in both planning and service
delivery—and befuddles policy makers.  It
also responds to shortcomings in programs'
management information systems that
cannot follow participants over time or
report performance in a consistent manner.     

Integrated performance information reports
performance results consistently across
programs, across levels (from institutions to
local areas to states), or for programs as a
system.  Examples include: using the same
measure to report both employment rates for
a radiology program at a community college
and employment rates for the state's two-
year colleges as a whole; One-Stop center
measures whereby the results for One-Stop
participants are summed up without regard
to program silo; and measures that indicate
the results for taxpayers or employers that
are produced jointly by multiple programs.

Integrated performance information,
however, is more than a shared information
system and a set of consistent measures.  It
also requires institutions and practices to
support shared accountability for results.
The Blueprint discusses each of the steps
involved: establishing authority, building a
culture of shared accountability and trust,
generating capacity, crafting performance
measures, setting and using targets, as well
as, creating and maintaining a shared
information system.

There are many advantages to states having
integrated performance information.  The
advantages include increased accountability,
improved strategic planning, better research,
administrative efficiency, better collaboration
among service providers, and a sense of
shared responsibility among workforce
development programs.  These advantages
can improve the credibility of workforce
programs enhancing their political and
budget support and, thus, their ability to
serve customers.

Accountability for performance is a banner
raised by virtually every elected official.
Elected officials want programs to report
their results in understandable language so
the officials can judge whether or not the
programs are good investments.  Elected
officials are also very busy people.  They do
not have time for someone to explain dozens
of different measures, each with a different
denominator, and multiple definitions for
seemingly straightforward terms such as
employment and
earnings.  A core of
relatively simple
performance
measures with
consistent
definitions and
methodology
is a great tool
for convincing
elected officials
that programs
track how they are
performing and are
accountable for results.
Without such evidence, programs cannot
expect legislative or budgetary support,
particularly during tight fiscal times.

Integrated Performance Information for Workforce Development
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Workforce development programs complement
one another in serving many of the same
customers.  The same individual may attend
secondary and postsecondary career and
technical education, use labor market
information at a One-Stop, and find a job
through the Employment Service.  The results
are the shared effect of the services of all these
programs.  The results will be better and most
efficient when states plan the services of multiple
programs strategically in an integrated fashion.
Having consistent performance measures across
programs, and shared information to support
them, greatly facilitates such planning.

Providing good service to customers depends
upon knowing what works and what needs to be
improved.  Integrated performance information
enables analysis of the relationship between
services and results.  For example, a
comprehensive system can perform a
longitudinal analysis of what happens to
customers over time, regardless of funding
source, and provide breakdowns by
demographic characteristics and geographic
location.  One can detect the patterns of service
and program participation that work best for
different sets of customers.  Such an analysis is
impractical without consistent performance
measures and a shared information system.

Integrated performance information is also more
efficient—redundant efforts can be eliminated by
integrating aspects of separate reporting systems.
Electronic linking of program records with
outcome data can replace more expensive
methods such as surveys.

The advantages of integrated performance
information for public programs are perhaps
nowhere greater than in the area of workforce
development.  For many years, observers have
widely commented on the system's complexity,
how there are many programs with insufficient
coordination among them causing inconvenience
to customers and confusion to planners and
policy makers (USGAO 1994, 2003).  Integrated
performance information can improve
coordination, enabling programs to act more as a
system even though they may remain
administered by separate agencies with different
sources of funds and different governing
authority (Trott and Baj 1996).

Questions IPIQuestions IPI can answer:can answer:

•  •  What kinds of jobs are programWhat kinds of jobs are program
participants getting?participants getting?

•  What industries are employing them?•  What industries are employing them?
•  How much are they earning?•  How much are they earning?
•  Are they staying on the job?•  Are they staying on the job?

For example:  To what extent do
individuals who obtain employment in
hospitality or retail sales achieve wage
progression over time?

•  What strategies, combinations of•  What strategies, combinations of
strategies, and approaches yieldstrategies, and approaches yield
the best results for employment?the best results for employment?
... for reducing social-welfare... for reducing social-welfare

payments?payments?
... for reducing incarceration?... for reducing incarceration?

For example:  Do postsecondary career
and technical education students have
better results if they first complete career
and technical education in high school?

•  How do gender, race, prior education•  How do gender, race, prior education
or employment, or disabilities affector employment, or disabilities affect
results? results? 

For example:  Does the effectiveness of
job search assistance or training depend
on previous employment?

• What is the difference in results for• What is the difference in results for
program participants who complete program participants who complete 
and those who do not?and those who do not?

For example:  Does obtaining a certificate
or diploma matter?

• Are there geographic differences• Are there geographic differences
in what works and what doesn't? in what works and what doesn't? 

For example:  Do some areas have more
success in serving people with disabilities
and might be offered as examples to
others?
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There is also a reputation in workforce
development, some deserved, some not, of
questionable results.  Reports of weak
performance for certain programs have, in the
minds of some, seeped over to other programs
unfairly tainting the whole enterprise.  (This is
another example of how the programs share
responsibility for results.)  Integrated
performance information is a tool that can
demonstrate the performance of the system,
showing where performance is strong, and
informing improvements where performance is
relatively weak.

What is meant by workforce development?
Workforce development programs prepare
people for employment and career advancement
throughout their lives, and include, but are not
limited to:

• Secondary Career and Technical Education
• Postsecondary Career and Technical

Education
• The Employment Service, Workforce

Investment Act (WIA) Title III
• WIA Title I-B
• Trade Adjustment Assistance Act
• Adult Education and Family Literacy, 

WIA Title II
• Vocational Rehabilitation, WIA Title IV
• Temporary Assistance for Needy Families

Work Program
• Apprenticeship

Viewed as a system, most money for these
programs comes from the states (Center for
Public Policy and Priorities 2003 and Michigan
League for Human Services 2003).  The largest
programs, in terms of funding, are the education
programs for which states typically supply at
least 90 percent of the funds.  Given this funding
arrangement, it is logical that states exercise
leadership in devising integrated performance
information across workforce development
programs.  Even for the programs that are
funded mostly by Congress, such as the
Workforce Investment Act (WIA) Title I-B, the
actual skills training is provided mostly by state
supported community and technical colleges.
The federal funds usually pay for the cost of
tuition, fees, and books, while the states pick up
the larger share of the colleges' costs through
their general funds.

The United States Office of Management and the
Budget (OMB) has taken an important initial
step toward integrated performance information
by issuing "common measures" for federal
workforce development programs.  OMB has
received the attention of federal agencies,
particularly the Department of Labor (DOL),
regarding the need for consistent measures
across programs (ETA 2003).  DOL has also
taken the step of designing a new reporting
system, ETA Management Information and
Longitudinal Evaluation System (EMILE), that
provides for consistency across most department
programs (ETA 2004).  This Blueprint builds on
these initial steps by recommending performance
measures and an information system that would
support consistency across state as well as
federal workforce programs. Using the Blueprint
does not, however, require implementation of a
system such as EMILE.

Most states do not have integrated performance
information for workforce development
programs.  There is not consistent information
across programs, across levels, or for workforce
development as a system.  Governors and
legislators, their staff, and other policy leaders
cannot easily make heads or tails of all the
different federal and state performance
measures, or how the programs use information
on results to improve performance.  Most states
do not have shared information systems that can
produce consistent information on results,
provide longitudinal data, or slice and dice data
in different ways as needed for policy analysis.

Some states are at the initial stage of considering
whether they want integrated performance
information; others may have been at it for a
long time, but are interested in improving their
work.  In either case, this Blueprint is intended to
be of assistance.  States may want to consider
bits and pieces, or the whole thing, as best suits
their needs.

The Blueprint was produced through the
leadership of six states (Florida, Michigan,
Montana, Oregon, Texas, and Washington), with
the financial support of DOL's Employment and
Training Administration.  Washington State's
Workforce Training and Education Coordinating
Board (Washington Workforce Board) with the
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assistance of the National Governors
Association's (NGA) Center for Best Practices
convened policy and technical teams from each
of the six states.  Each state team included
representation from a cross-section of workforce
development programs.  (See Appendix A for
members of the state teams and others involved
throughout the project.)  This diversity of
representation was a necessary ingredient for
success.  The team members endeavored to listen
closely to the perspectives of each program and
to arrive at solutions that were acceptable to all.

The state teams met several times during 2004 to
share experiences and lessons learned, review
technical papers, think through key questions,
and arrive at a consensus on key aspects of
integrated performance information.  In addition
to NGA's Center for Best Practices, the states
received assistance from the Ray Marshall Center
at the University of Texas and The Center for
Governmental Studies at Northern Illinois
University.  The states benefited greatly from the
research conducted on behalf of the project as
well as earlier research and from the general
expertise and experience of these entities.  They
and the state teams provided much of the
material for the Blueprint and reviewed and
commented on drafts.  

During the fall of 2004, the IPI project conducted
two Institutes attended by teams from ten other
states.  Each state's team included
representatives from a cross section of programs
and both policy and technical staff (Appendix
A).  Consultations were also held with national
experts in research and evaluation, advocacy
organizations, and representatives of business
and labor. (Appendix A)  These Institutes and
consultations provided valuable feedback and
contributed to the final product.  The Blueprint is
very much the shared product of the original six
states and their partners, although the
Washington Workforce Board remains ultimately
responsible.

The Blueprint covers the challenges states face in
creating integrated performance information,
and how leading edge states have responded to
these challenges.  It talks about unclear
authority, the lack of a culture of accountability,
insufficient capacity, and a lack of consensus on

goals and measures.  The Blueprint offers
experiences in handling these challenges as
options that other states may want to consider,
rather than as the right answers or the only paths
to success.

The Blueprint discusses what policy leaders
want to know about performance results, and
selection criteria for choosing the best measures
to answer their questions.  The Blueprint
presents the performance measures that these six
states came to agree are the best measures for
integrated performance information.  It also
covers issues of setting performance targets,
using regression models to adjust targets when
conditions change, establishing consequences for
results, and how state performance measurement
and national research complement one another.

Finally, the Blueprint talks about shared
information systems.  The Blueprint assumes
that states will produce integrated performance
information by linking electronic administrative
records maintained in multiple management
information systems (MISs), as opposed to
building a single huge MIS.  The prime example
of such linking is matching participant records
with unemployment insurance wage records in
order to create data on participant employment
and earnings.  An information system that
performs such linking for multiple programs is
what is meant by a shared information system.
In order to perform such linking, the Blueprint
recommends a data warehouse approach and
walks through the basic steps, including
governance, funding, data ownership, reporting,
and data dissemination.  

One last note before beginning: the Blueprint
focuses on policy level information—the type of
information needed by elected officials and their
staff as well as state directors of programs and
their policy staff.  It is not designed for those
seeking day-to-day management information.
As discussed later in this document, pp. 17-18,
these are two different audiences with very
different sets of needs that require different
solutions.  While this gap in the Blueprint may
be disappointing to hardworking staff at the
ground level, without the support of policy
leaders, their good work would not be possible.
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Challenges and Responses

Introduction

States face serious challenges as they embark
down the road of creating integrated
performance information.  And the challenges
don't end with the beginning.  Most of the
challenges are ongoing and require constant
attention.  This section of the Blueprint examines
some of the major challenges and some choices
that states have made to address them.  The
section discusses:  (1) establishing authority for
integrated performance information, (2) creating
a culture of shared accountability, (3) building
capacity—including funding and addressing
privacy issues, and (4) reaching consensus on
goals and measures.  For each challenge, the
Blueprint presents some examples of actions
states have taken, the variety of actions reflecting
the institutional structures and political
conditions in states.  States reading the Blueprint
may want to pick and choose from these
examples and implement those steps that best fit
their situation2. 

I.  Authority

Given the fragmentation of workforce
development programs, there is generally no
clear authority for any one entity to lead
integrated performance information for the
workforce system.  The multiplicity of silos
among federal programs is well documented
(Blalock and Barnow 2001, Barnow and King
1996, King 1988).  Three different federal
agencies (Labor, Education, and Health and
Human Services) are responsible for
administering the largest programs, and there is
no standing interagency body to coordinate
efforts.  The fragmentation begins in Congress
where different committees deal with labor and
education programs on the one hand, and social
welfare programs on the other.

At least in Congress, the same committees in the
House and Senate deal with both education and
labor programs.  This is usually not the case in
states, where frequently there are separate
legislative committees for K-12 education, higher
education, labor, human services, and economic

development, each with a piece of the workforce
development puzzle.  Programs tend to bear the
stamp of one committee or another, and policy
areas and issues that span committee
jurisdictions are not always well managed.

Governors have often taken the lead in
addressing fragmentation among workforce
development programs (Barnow and King 2000,
Grubb, et. al., 1999).  They have followed one of
three paths:  (1) consolidating workforce
development programs into a single agency,
(2) establishing a coordinating body, or (3)
attempting coordination through interagency
agreements.  Whichever path is followed, there
needs to be a champion of integrated
performance information in order to make it
happen, and most states have found that the
clearer and stronger the authority that is
established, the more likely it is to last and for
the state to succeed.

In Washington, the Governor requested
legislation to create the Workforce Training and
Education Coordinating Board (Washington
Workforce Board).  Established in 1991, the
Washington Workforce Board is an independent
agency that does not operate any of the major
programs.  Instead, it focuses on policy planning
and performance accountability.  One of the
primary motivations behind its creation was to
establish a consistent performance accountability
system for workforce development programs.
The intent section of the Board's authorizing
statutes states, 

The workforce training and education system's data
and evaluation methods are inconsistent and unable
to provide adequate information for determining how
well the system is performing on a regular basis so
that the system may be held accountable for the
outcomes it produces. (Revised Code of Washington
28C.18.005)

2 More information on these examples and examples from other
states may be found in, O'Shea, Looney, and King, 2003.

Creating Authority for 
Integrated Performance Information

Consolidating Programs into a Single Agency
Establishing a Coordinating Body
Adopting Interagency Agreement
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The statutes give the Washington Workforce
Board the authority to establish common
definitions, common standards for data
collection and maintenance, common standards
for program evaluations, and the assignment to
conduct evaluations of the workforce
development system, including net impact and
cost benefit evaluations.  This authority was of
keen interest to the business and labor
communities who strongly felt, and correctly so,
that the state did not have a good handle on how
well its workforce programs were performing.
They championed these provisions before the
legislature.

The legislation also gained the support of the
administrative agencies, in part, because the
Washington Workforce Board would not itself
administer programs and the largest
administrative agencies (and only the largest)
would each have one vote on the Board (with
business and labor having a voting majority).
The administrative agencies believed this
structure would enable the Board to neutrally
establish standards that would create a level
playing field among the major programs.  They
also believed that independence from program
operation would give the Board credibility when
reporting performance results to the Governor
and Legislature.  (See Appendix B for more
information on this and other statutes cited in
the Blueprint.)

In Texas, two paths have been followed.  Texas
has both merged agencies and created a
coordinating body with clear responsibility for
establishing integrated performance information.
In 1993, Texas established in statute the Texas
Council on Workforce and Economic
Competitiveness with responsibility for strategic
planning and oversight for the state's workforce
development programs.  In 1995, again by
legislation, Texas merged two dozen workforce
programs into a single new agency, the Texas
Workforce Commission.  The legislation also
maintained the Council on Workforce and
Economic Competitiveness, moved the Council
into the Governor's Office, and charged the
Council with establishing comprehensive,
system-wide performance measures.

In 2001,Texas enacted legislation providing
additional guidance to the Council, now named
the Texas Workforce Investment Council,
regarding the development of performance
measures.  This legislation suggests in general
terms some possible measures, including job
placement rates, job retention rates, and wage
rates.  The legislation reinforces the authority of
the Workforce Investment Council by clearly
stating: 

The council shall include in the strategic plan goals,
objectives, and performance measures for the
workforce development system that involve programs
of all state agencies that administer workforce
programs.  

The Governor has supported the work of the
Council, and approved the performance
measures developed by the Council, with the
Governor's Office of Budget, Planning and Policy
playing a key role.

Oregon's Governor established a Governor's
Workforce Policy Cabinet.  The Cabinet includes
the agency directors for workforce development,
economic development, and education, in
addition to the Governor's own workforce and
education staff.  In a sense, the cabinet is a
virtual alternative to consolidating agencies.  The
cabinet discusses policy issues, including
systemwide indicators, to form a consensus and
agree on action.

Florida has followed another path.  The
Governor and Legislature created Florida's
integrated performance information system prior
to establishing a broader coordinating body for
workforce development.  In 1982 the Governor's
staff prompted an initial interest in student
follow-up analysis using unemployment
insurance wage records through a study of
vocational education.  The study concluded that
the available information was inadequate,
especially information supporting analysis of
labor market outcomes.  As a result, the
legislature created the Occupational Identifier
Project in 1984.  The Occupational Identifier
Project used unemployment insurance wage
records to measure post-program employment.
At the same time, the legislature enacted a
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performance requirement for secondary and
postsecondary vocational education that 70
percent of any program's completers had to be
positively placed as a condition of continued
funding.  Initially, placement could be collected
through local mail or telephone surveys or
through the Occupational Identifier Project.  In
1988 as a result of the Project's progress, the
legislature enacted statutes creating the Florida
Education and Training Placement Information
Program (FETPIP) as a special unit within
Florida's education agency.  FETPIP then became
the primary resource for documenting
compliance with the vocational education
performance requirement (Pfeiffer 2004).

Since 1988, FETPIP has expanded its follow-up
data coverage and its services to education and
training organizations, including program
evaluation, performance-based funding, and
consumer information.  FETPIP follow-up data
includes employment and earnings,
postsecondary education, military enlistment,
incarceration, and welfare participation.  FETPIP
produces information for:

• Reviews of programs of study at four-year
colleges and universities.

• Florida's' performance-based budgeting
system.

• Workforce Investment Act performance
indicators.

• Carl D. Perkins performance indicators.
• Adult Education and Family Literacy

performance indicators.
• K-12 school reports.
• The Legislative Office of Program Policy

Analysis and Government Accountability.
• Florida's K-20 Education Performance

Accountability System.
• Consumer tools such as college program

catalogues.
• Research, including return on investment

studies, the costs of dropping out of high
school, and studies of the education pipeline.

The scope of the FETPIP statute has been
broadened over the years to reflect these
additional functions.

II.  A Culture of Shared Accountability

Legal authority by itself does not necessarily
make things happen.  Statutes are full of
provisions that do not mean a thing, either
because of resistance or a lack of interest.
Building a culture of accountability—patterns of
behavior and beliefs that are truly supportive of
accountability—takes a great deal of time and
effort.  This is especially true when creating a
culture of shared accountability that crosses
many programs.  Workforce development
programs have long been held accountable for
their own performance, dating from the
introduction of the first federal performance
standards over two decades ago.  Getting
individual programs to pay serious attention to
the performance of other programs and of the
system as a whole, and to recognize the benefits
of an integrated system is another matter.

Performance measurement requirements that
span multiple programs involve giving a third
party authority to set standards for others.  A
program may be a part of that entity if it is board
or council but so will others, and their views are
not going to be identical.  There is inherent
resistance to another entity having authority and
responsibility for establishing performance
accountability requirements that apply to one's
own program.  There will be fear that another
entity will misuse its authority to one's
disadvantage.  This may be due not to any
deliberate intent to harm, but simply due to
insufficient understanding of the purpose of the
program and the customers it serves.  In order to
succeed there must be a building of trust over
time that authority will not be misused.  Finally,
in order to obtain active participation, programs
need to see something in it for themselves—a
benefit from participating—rather than viewing
it as just another compliance activity.

States have employed a number of strategies to
create a sense of shared accountability for
performance results.  These efforts have included
both large-scale state initiatives and efforts based
on more narrowly appealing to programs' self-
interest.
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In the case of Oregon, the effort began with a
statewide strategic planning effort championed
by the Governor: "Oregon Shines," (Oregon
Progress Board, 1989).  Oregon launched this
planning process in 1988 in response to a severe
recession.  The focus was, and continues to be,
on economic vitality, and workforce
development is a major component.  The first of
the three key goals of the original plan was:  "A
superior work force:  Invest in Oregonians to
build a work force that is measurably the most
competent in America by the year 2000, and
equal to any in the world by 2010."  The process
began with 16 committees composed of 180
business, labor, education, and government
leaders.  Input was obtained from literally
thousands of people throughout the state.
Among the committees' recommendations was
the creation of the Oregon Progress Board,
chaired by the Governor, to carry on their work.
The Progress Board was created with the
responsibility "to remind us of our shared vision,
monitor our progress in achieving measurable
goals, and bring choices to our attention."

As part of this strategic planning process,
Oregon developed the "Oregon Benchmarks,"
initially 259, now 100, measures of success.  The
benchmarks include goals that are not the
responsibility of any one program or agency, and
results that go beyond outcomes for program
participants.  According to the Oregon Progress
Board, the benchmarks have been "an excellent
tool for encouraging collaboration among
different interests, engendering long term
thinking and developing results oriented
management systems."

In 1997, the Progress Board issued "Oregon
Shines II," (Oregon Progress Board, 1997).  The
benchmarks related to workforce development
include:

• The percentage of high school students that
have completed a structured work experience:
The goal for 2010 is 100 percent.

• The percentage of Oregon adults (age 25 and 
older) who have completed an associate
degree in professional-technical education:
The goal for 2010 is 10 percent.

• The percentage of Oregonians in the labor
force who received at least 20 hours of skills
training in the past year:
The goal for 2010 is 100 percent.

The benchmarks are the broadest level of three
tiers of performance measures.  The most specific
of the three tiers is program performance
measures, including federally required program
measures and other measures that are reported
to the state legislature.  Since 1993, the legislature
has required agencies to establish program
measures linked to the benchmarks, and to
include the measures as part of the agency
biennial budget submittal.  The middle of the
three tiers are system-wide measures for
workforce development, looking at results of the
primary One-Stop partners.

This three-tiered system of performance
measures has engendered a pervasive culture of
performance accountability in Oregon.  It has
helped to create a focus on ultimate results and a
sense that "we are all in this together."

There are other paths to creating a culture of
accountability that do not depend upon such a
big, statewide effort.  Florida's FETPIP system
has created a culture of accountability built upon
the individual interest of programs and
organizations (not that the state level initiative
has been unimportant).  FETPIP can calculate
many measures providing information of unique
value to particular programs.  The direct value of
the information to particular customers was
especially crucial in the beginning stages.  After
a few years of initial development, FETPIP was
approved to proceed with a pilot demonstration
project.  As a part of the pilot, FETPIP staff
worked with three large (and influential) school
districts, with postsecondary programs, and one
large community college.  Staff worked directly
with their data and program managers to

Creating a Culture 
of Shared Accountability

Statewide Strategic Planning
Direct Service to Programs
Financial Incentives
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understand the particulars regarding their data
as well as the reasons for collecting the data.  As
initial matches were made using student records
and unemployment insurance wage reports, staff
carefully reviewed results with, and
incorporated suggestions from, the pilot
agencies.  As FETPIP staff and local users
became more comfortable working with the data,
they generated detailed reports that carved the
data in as many ways as they could to pique
interest and explored new ways of using data to
improve programs.

The payoff was that when FETPIP staff needed
support with legislative committees, they did not
need to lobby for that support on their own.
They had created "champions" who could speak
well of the effort.  Since then, FETPIP has
continued this strategy.  It is constantly on the
lookout for opportunities to apply its services,
and thereby create more champions.

Another means of engendering support for
shared accountability is more direct financial
incentives.  While the provision remains
controversial among states, the Washington
Workforce Board finds the inter-program
incentive fund authorized by Section 503 of WIA
useful for reinforcing shared accountability.
That section authorizes the allocation of
incentive funds to states that meet performance
targets for each of WIA Title I, Adult Education
and Family Literacy, and Carl D, Perkins
Vocational and Technical Education.  If a state
fails to meet the targets for any one of the three,
it is ineligible for an incentive award.  When
Washington receives a section 503 award, the
Workforce Board allocates the funds to local
areas where all three programs achieve the
targets, and local areas may expend the funds
only on activities that benefit all three programs.
This has helped local programs appreciate the
importance of their colleagues' results and
enhanced the sense of shared accountability.

Trust

A culture of shared accountability is built upon
trust—trust that performance information will
not be used against one's interests.  Trust is built
incrementally, step by step.

Washington's Workforce Board began by simply
reporting performance.  As the Board proceeded
to fulfill its statutory responsibilities, its initial
strategy was to have programs get used to
having another entity report their performance.
Other agencies experienced the advantages of
having a third party report their performance to
the Governor and Legislature—an agency that
could have greater credibility since it was not
directly responsible for program performance.
In some cases, executive and legislative budget
leaders indicated they supported the budget
enhancement requests of other agencies due to
the positive findings of evaluations conducted by
the Workforce Board.  The Workforce Board
established performance targets for other
agencies' programs only after four years of
performance reporting, and only after the targets
were in place for a year were there any financial
consequences for performance (through the
allocation of relatively small pots of incentive
funds).

The Workforce Board staff discusses draft
evaluation reports with the technical and policy
staff of relevant agencies before they are
published.  This gives the agencies the
opportunity to correct any mistakes or
misinterpretations of the data and to suggest
changes in the tone or substance of the narrative.
The reports avoid any language that smacks of
"gotcha."  When numbers are low, programs are
not labeled as "bad" (as some legislators have
desired).  Instead, the reports speak of "areas for
improvement."  And care is taken that the
decision criteria used for identifying areas
needing improvement are the same across
programs.

Regression modeling, another feature of the
Workforce Board's accountability system, can be

Building Trust

Demonstrate Advantages
Do Not Play “Gotcha”
Adjust for Conditions Outside Programs'
Control
Quality Control
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a useful tool for
building trust.
Programs are usually
concerned that their
results will look bad if
their customers are

especially hard to serve
or if the economy goes

down hill.  Programs are
worried that they will be

"punished" for factors outside their control or for
doing the right thing.  Regression models and
other techniques that adjust either performance
targets or results for changes in participant
demographic characteristics or economic
conditions can help alleviate these fears.

Florida emphasizes that an important
precondition of trust is confidence that the data
are good.  When data are collected by linking
several databases from different agencies, one is
dependent on controls that may or may not be
applied by others.  For example, the accuracy of
employment data requires that employers
accurately record and report employee
identification and payroll information.  It also
requires that the unemployment insurance
agency enters the employers' data accurately and
assigns the North American Industrial
Classification Codes correctly.  Similarly, the
accuracy of participant data requires that social
security numbers be collected, recorded, verified,
and transmitted accurately by frontline staff.
Other participant information such as
demographics, socio-economic characteristics,
and program characteristics, must also be
faithfully represented.

For the sake of quality control, those producing
integrated performance information by linking
records from different sets of administrative data
should have a clear understanding of the data
sets involved.  They should know how the data
are originally collected and recorded, how they
are processed, how they are defined, and what
they represent.  As the record linking activity
proceeds, any anomalies or problems should be
brought to the attention of the source agency for
clarification or resolution.  Use is often the best
means of maintaining data quality.  By actually
using data and alerting appropriate staff when

anomalies are found, data are
kept clean and their quality
improved over time.  This
process requires expert
staff at both the source
agencies and the agency
responsible for data linking.

While formal agreements in Florida
stipulate many of the circumstances regarding
data handling and processing, there is by now a
sense of trust that goes beyond formal agreements.
Maintaining this trust involves working with
agencies to assist them in recognizing and
resolving problems that are uncovered in the
data matching process.  It also means continually
working with them to ease any processing
burdens associated with the matching effort.
Where there are questions regarding the release
of certain data or analysis, even if the release
appears to fall within the agreement's
parameters, the cooperating agency is consulted.

III.  Capacity

In addition to authority and will, designing and
operating a system of integrated performance
information requires the capacity to do so.  States
must have the financial resources and staff with
the required skills to make it happen.  They must
also have appropriate access to the necessary
data in order to consistently measure
performance across programs and levels.

Funding

Some have expressed concern that integrated
performance information would require large
investments they cannot make; states'
experiences do not support this concern.

Funding Sources

Inter-agency Support

State General Funds

Fee for Service

Federal Funds:  WIA Ten Percent
Perkins Administrative Funds
Wagner-Peyser
TANF

Regression
modeling,

another feature of
the Workforce Board's
accountability system,

can be a useful tool
for building

trust.

Use is often
the best means
of maintaining

data quality.
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In Texas, workforce development agencies share
in the costs of integrated performance
information as set forth in state statute enacted
in 2001.  The statute directs the Texas Workforce
Investment Council to establish, with the
approval of the Governor, a formula "to
determine the level of support each agency
administering a workforce program must
provide to operate the automated follow-up and
evaluation system."  The formula developed by
the Council is based on the number of seed
records evaluated for each workforce training or
education program.

In Florida, FETPIP is supported by federal and
state general funds, as well as fees for service.
FETPIP had rather modest beginnings.  In 1984,
the legislature appropriated $60,000 for the
initial study and design, enough to support one
staff person and some consulting.  Over the
course of the next several years, support grew,
including funds from Wagner-Peyser and the Job
Training Partnership Act, supporting a staff of
four.  In 1988, the legislature created FETPIP in
statute and provided for its staffing, including a
director, two senior data base analysts, two
research assistants, and clerical support.  Its
annual budget was about $350,000.  Beginning in
1994, FETPIP began collecting some data on a
quarterly basis (up to then, data collection was
annual).  FETPIP's
budget and staff
increased accordingly.

At the current time,
FETPIP has nine
professional level
permanent positions and
one full-time clerical
staff.  The professional
positions include a
director, two senior data
analysts, two systems
analysts, three junior
level computer
programmers and one
research assistant.  The
annual budget includes
approximately $400,000
in state general revenue
resources, $200,000 from

the Agency for Workforce Innovation (from a
combination of federal WIA, Wagner-Peyser, and
TANF resources), and $60,000 from the Perkins
Act.  FETPIP also receives funding through fees
for specialized services.

The Workforce Board relies on three funding
sources to support its integrated performance
information system: state general funds, the
Governor's 10 percent funds for WIA Title I
state-wide activities, and Carl D. Perkins
Administrative funds.  Serving as Washington's
sole state agency for Perkins as well as the state
workforce investment board for WIA, places the
Workforce Board in a unique position to access
these three funding sources, providing a total of
approximately one-and-a-half million dollars per
year to support six FTEs and contracted services.
These resources provide a variety of services in
addition to data matching and reporting,
including maintaining the state eligible training
provider list, extensive surveys of participants
and employers, net impact and cost benefit
evaluations, economic and labor force research,
and other periodic research projects for a state
workforce development system expending close
to $900,000,000 per year.

The table below shows estimated costs for
performance measurement based upon the

Estimated State Annual Cost
for Performance Measurement 3

Measurement Activity Annual Cost
WIA Title I Core Measures $160,000
WIA Title I Customer Satisfaction Measures 250,000
WIA Title I Eligible Training Provider Measures 200,000
Perkins Core Measures 90,000
Participant Survey-based Measures (Other Than WIA I)     220,000 
Employer Survey-based Measures (Other Than WIA I) 160,000

Administrative Record-based IPI Measures
(other than net impact measures) 150,000

Net Impact-based IPI Measures 160,000

3The table shows state costs and do not include costs to local providers of collecting and maintaining
the data. The costs are based on an annual average, and assume that net impact analyses and
participant surveys not required by WIA are conducted  every other year.
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Washington State experience.  The table shows
that it costs relatively little to go beyond federal
requirements for the Workforce Investment Act
and Perkins and produce consistent
performance information for the
workforce development system
based on administrative records
(shown in the last two rows of
the table).  The estimated annual
cost of calculating and reporting
the IPI performance measures
(including nesting measures)
beyond costs required anyway to
meet federal requirements for WIA
Title I and Perkins is approximately
$310,000, of which $150,000 is for the
measures that are not based on net impacts, and
$160,000 is for measures based on net impacts.
This includes the costs of data cleaning,
matching, and analysis, and reporting the
results.  It includes staff time and computer
costs.  If a state wants to go beyond federal and
IPI measure requirements and conduct
additional survey-based research, substantial
additional costs would be entailed.  While
surveys can provide much valuable information,
they are very costly and not required to
implement the IPI performance measures.  

Privacy

Integrated performance information relies upon
access to administrative records in order to have
consistent and affordable data (Stevens, et. al.,
2003).  A paramount issue in gaining access to
administrative records is the protection of
individual privacy.  In order to have this
capacity, certain precautions are essential.
Without taking appropriate precautions to
protect privacy, a state will quickly find that it
has no capacity to produce integrated
performance information, not because of misuse
of data, but because of fear that misuse may
occur.

The issue of privacy is heightened because the
only data element that uniquely identifies unit
records that is common to most data sets,
including the very important Unemployment
Insurance (UI) wage records, is the social
security number.  With identity theft a growing

problem, individuals are understandably
concerned about sharing their social security
number.  States have employed several methods
in order to protect individuals from the state or

its agents improperly divulging their
number (see p.13).

Laws and regulations restrict the
conditions under which
government may share individual
information with others.  Many
programs have their own unique

restrictions that must be respected
when establishing integrated

performance information.  Some of the
most important restrictions, although by no

means the only ones, are those associated with
student and unemployment insurance records.

FERPA

In the use of student records, states must satisfy
the requirements of the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA).  FERPA
protects the privacy interests of students and/or
the parents of students who are minors with
respect to their personal education records.
FERPA allows students, or their
parents/guardians, if they are minors, the right
to review and inspect their educational records,
the right to amend them, and the right to have
some control over their disclosure.  In general,
personal educational records cannot be disclosed
without the prior written consent of the student
(or his or her parent or guardian if a minor).
Exceptions are provided if:

• The disclosure involves directory information.
This is information in a personal education
record which would not be considered
harmful if it were released.  Directory
information includes such items as student
name, address, telephone number, date and
place of birth, major field of study, degrees or
certificates awarded, and others that may be
specified in state law.

• The disclosure is to school officials, including
teachers, who have been determined to have
legitimate educational interests.

While
surveys can

provide much
valuable information,

they are costly and are
not required to

implement the IPI
measures.
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• The disclosure is to organizations conducting
studies on behalf of educational agencies or
institutions to validate tests, administer
student aid programs, or improve instruction.

The use of student records to create performance
information for program reviews and
accountability comes under the exception of
"disclosure to improve instruction".  The
organization receiving the student records must
conduct the process in a manner that precludes
the use of personally identifiable information
about students or their parents by individuals
other than employees that represent the
receiving organization.  The receiving
organization must also destroy the personal
education records when the purposes for which
they were provided are completed.

On January 18, 2001, the U.S. Department of
Education (DOE) issued a program
memorandum concerning the applicability of
FERPA to certain provisions in the Carl D.
Perkins Act (Perkins) and WIA.  The letter
recognized that only Social Security numbers can
be used to link educational records to UI wage
records and outlined options for how this could
be accomplished.

On January 30, 2003, DOE issued a new letter
outlining three ways that education agencies can
exchange student records with state
unemployment insurance agencies in order to
meet Perkins and WIA performance
measurement requirements.

1. The custodial organization of the education
records may receive the employment records
and link the two sets of records to determine
the employment status of former students.

2. Students (or the parents of minors) may grant
prior consent for the release of their social
security numbers for the purpose of matching
their records with employment records for
statistical research purposes.

3. The education agency may share the student
records with the agency holding the
employment records, and that agency may
match the two sets of records if the education

agency provides in-person oversight and
direction.

States have used a variety of approaches to meet
FERPA requirements.  In Florida, data matching
is conducted by FETPIP, a unit within the
Florida Department of Education  (Pfeiffer 2004).
The Florida Department of Education is the
custodian of student records for all public
education entities in the state.  FETIP negotiated
an arrangement with the Department of Labor
and Employment Security that established a UI
wage record archive within FETPIP.  FETPIP can
thereby match student records with wage
records without releasing the student records to
an organization outside of education.  In
exchange for receiving the wage records, FETPIP
handles any requests for statistical matches with
the UI wage records.

In Texas, when the recent, more restrictive
interpretation of FERPA was handed down by
DOE, the Texas education agencies (Texas
Higher Education Coordinating Board and Texas
Education Agency) were no longer able to share
their student records with the Texas Workforce
Commission that holds the UI wage records.
This forced Texas leaders to rethink how they
conducted their follow-up and evaluation effort.
Currently, the Texas Workforce Commission and
the Texas Higher Education Coordination Board
jointly administer the follow-up and evaluation
system through a Memorandum of
Understanding.  Under this agreement, the
Commission matches participant records from
non-education programs with employment wage
records (and federal employment databases) and
forwards the results to the Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board, which then
matches the records with college master
enrollment files.  The Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board matches all education
records that fall under FERPA with the
employment wage records and federal
employment databases.  The resulting program
data is analyzed and returned to the Texas
Workforce Commission.

In Oregon, the Attorney General's office was
asked for a formal opinion regarding state and
federal privacy requirements.  The AG's opinion
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was cautious and indicated that in order to share
personally identifiable information, agencies
must obtain the prior written consent of program
participants.  Oregon has subsequently asked
participants for such consent.  (See B-12 for the
consent language.) 

Vocational Rehabilitation Services

Federal statutes also restrict access to
information about applicants and participants in
vocational rehabilitation services (34CFR361.38).
The statutes permit the sharing of individual
information for evaluation and research
purposes under certain conditions with adequate
safeguards: 

Personal information may be released to an
organization, agency, or individual engaged in audit,
evaluation, or research only for purposes directly
connected with the administration of the vocational
rehabilitation program or for purposes that would
significantly improve the quality of life for applicants
and eligible individuals and only if the organization,
agency, or individual assures that —

1. The information will be used only for the purposes
for which it is being provided;

2. The information will be released only to persons
officially connected with the audit, evaluation, or
research;

3. The information will not be released to the
involved individual;

4. The information will be managed in a manner to
safeguard confidentiality and

5. The final product will not reveal any personal
identifying information without the informed
written consent of the involved individual or the
individual's representative. 

The state must inform individuals who apply for
rehabilitation services as to the policies
governing personal information, the purposes
for which the information will be used, and the
other agencies to which information is routinely
released.

Unemployment Insurance (UI) Wage Records

Another data access challenge is access to UI
wage records (Crosslin and Stevens 1989, Trott
and Baj 1996).  State unemployment insurance

statutes typically limit access to the records
provided by employers and job seekers.
Sometimes these limits impinge on the state's
capacity to use the records to document labor
market outcomes for any programs other than
unemployment insurance.

In Washington, the Legislature enacted
legislation requested by the Employment
Security Department to clarify when
Employment Security may share administrative
records with other government agencies and the
steps required for safeguarding the
confidentiality of the records. The legislation
specifies that Employment Security may share
information provided by employers to other
agencies for the purpose of conducting statistical
analysis, research, and evaluation studies.  More
broadly, the statute authorizes Employment
Security to enter into data sharing contracts with
other agencies for the purpose of evaluating and
improving the operation of state programs.  The
same statute also specifies the conditions under
which job seeker data may be shared with other
agencies.  Employment Security may enter into
contracts to share job seeker data with other
agencies when the data is necessary for the
"efficient provisions of workforce programs,
including but not limited to public labor
exchange, unemployment insurance, worker
training and retraining, vocational rehabilitation,
vocational education, adult transition from
public assistance, and support services" (Revised
Code of Washington 50.13.060).  The statute
provides for a civil penalty of $5,000 for the
misuse or unauthorized release of records or
information.

Given the mobility of the labor force, states must
also have access to wage records of other states.
For purposes authorized under WIA, the Wage
Record Interchange System (WRIS) enables states
to determine the employment and earnings of
their program participants in other states.4
WRIS, however, is currently limited to matches
for WIA.  This restriction is a serious
impediment to the implementation of integrated
performance information; it precludes consistent

4 For information on WRIS, please see "WRIS Watch" at
www.naswa.org 
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reporting of performance across programs.  A
state may, for example, include in consumer
reports authorized by WIA out-of-state
employment and earnings information for a
college training program. The state, however, is
not permitted to use this same information when
reporting to DOE the performance of the state's
postsecondary system.  Access to WRIS is also
important for consistency across states.  There is
a great deal of variation among states in the
extent of out-of-state employment of former
program participants.  Without access to WRIS,
this variation precludes valid interstate
comparisons of employment and earnings
results.

Finally, states must also have access to federal
employment records held by the Department of
Defense and the Federal Office of Personnel
Management.  Individual states have
successfully established agreements with these
agencies for the purpose of tracking their former
program participants.  But it is cumbersome and
costly for each of the 50 states to separately
approach the two agencies.  Currently, DOL's
Federal Employment Data Exchange System
(FEDES) project is developing a national system
for accessing Defense and federal personnel
records.  It will be important for this effort to
include access for programs beyond WIA.

IV.  Reaching Consensus on Goals and
Measures 

Another challenge faced by states is reaching
consensus on goals and measures.  While goals
and measures are sometimes established in
statute, more often than not the specific
measures are left to administrative action.  In
either event, it is paramount that the
stakeholders reach agreement on the
common goals they are trying to
achieve and the best measures for
them to apply across the workforce
development system.  This process
may take years, but it is worth it in
order to develop true buy-in.

Oregon's systemwide indicators had
their beginnings in the Oregon

Workforce Option, a partnership among federal,
state, and local workforce programs in the early
1990's to reduce regulatory barriers in exchange
for increased performance.  Oregon Workforce
Option partners met with federal representatives
(DOL, HHS and DOE) with the aim of replacing
the myriad federal measures with a single set of
performance measures.  At the time, Oregon
workforce partners revealed they collectively
had 144 individual program measures.  A
workgroup was formed to craft a single set of
measures by "rolling up" the federal and state
measures into one set.  For example, most of the
partners had an outcome measure that was
equivalent to "entered employment," even if it
was called something else.

The Oregon Workforce Policy Cabinet formed a
workgroup called the Performance
Accountability Policy group to fully implement
the indicators.  This group was comprised of
both policy staff and technical experts from each
of the affected agencies, plus local
representatives.  The policy group developed 13
performance indicators that were outcome
focused, measurable, based on available data,
and inclusive of the work of all the partners.  The
policy group recognized that for the agencies to
be involved, they needed to have their work
reflected in the indicators.

A parallel track was developed with the Oregon
Workforce Investment Board.  The co-chairs of
the policy group staffed the Workforce
Investment Board's Performance Accountability
Committee.  As soon as the indicators were fully
developed, they were discussed and approved
by the Workforce Investment Board.  This made
the state board the "owner" of the systemwide
indicators.

Suggestions for Reaching a Consensus
on Goals and Measures

Involve State and Local Stakeholders for Each Program

Involve Technical and Policy Staff

Start with Goals, then Measures

Later Identify Targets for Measures
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In Washington, the Workforce Board's statutes
do not specify the goals or measures for the
workforce development system; the statutes give
the Workforce Board the assignment to establish
the goals and measures "in coordination with the
operating agencies."  To do this, the Workforce
Board conducted a long and deliberative process
that included participating in a National
Governors Association academy in the mid-
1990s.  The Board established a technical
workgroup to develop a proposal for its
consideration.  The technical workgroup
consisted of state and local staff from each of the
affected programs, mostly research managers
and some local program administrators.  The
technical workgroup began by identifying the
basic goals that the programs were all trying to
achieve.  After the Workforce Board agreed to
the goals, the workgroup proceeded to identify
performance measures for each goal.  The
workgroup identified a list of a couple of dozen
measures, a long list, in order to paint a fairly
complete picture of performance.  Nearly two
years after beginning this effort, the Workforce
Board adopted the performance accountability
system, including the performance measures.

After four years of reporting performance using
the measures, the Workforce Board proceeded to
set performance targets.  This action was spurred
by provisions in WIA and Perkins, and by the
interest of the Governor in adding incentives and
sanctions to the accountability system.  The list
of measures, however, was too long for target
setting, so the technical workgroup went about
identifying a small subset of core measures.  To
assist in this process, the workgroup conducted a
series of focus groups around the state with
representatives of a cross section of programs.
Local staff from high school career and technical
education programs, community and technical
colleges, WIA Title I, and other programs sat
down together and discussed the best measures
to use if the measures were to be applied to all of
their programs.  Compromises were reached and
measures were proposed by each focus group.
The state technical workgroup discussed the
results of the focus groups and developed its
recommendations.  The Workforce Board
adopted the recommended state "core" indicators
and included them in the state's unified plan.
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IPI Performance Measures

Introduction

What are the best performance measures for
workforce development if the same measures are
applied horizontally and vertically within the
system, including programs that are funded
mostly by the states and programs that are
funded mostly by Congress?  This was a central
question considered by the six states—Florida,
Michigan, Montana, Oregon, Texas, and
Washington—which developed this Blueprint.
The state teams, with representation from a
cross-section of workforce development
programs and the assistance of the NGA's Center
for Best Practices and the Ray Marshall Center at
the University of Texas, discussed the answer
over the course of four national meetings.  The
states began by considering what policy leaders
want to know about performance results.  They
then suggested the selection criteria for judging
measures, and analyzed the advantages and
disadvantages of a long list of possible measures.
In the end, the states agreed on a relatively short
list of measures that best respond to the
performance questions commonly posed by
policy leaders.  This section of the Blueprint
summarizes the discussion and
recommendations of the six states' teams.  Other
states may wish to follow suit, either by
following this type of process within their state,
or by adopting some or all of the recommended
measures. 5

Before beginning, it is important to note what the
performance measures do not provide.  First, the
measures do not attempt to measure everything
that is important to each program. These
measures concentrate on outcomes important
across workforce development programs.
Individual programs may have goals and
measures related to their particular mission.  For
example, adult education (WIA Title II) has a
goal of improving literacy skill levels and
measures linked to that outcome.6 Each program
may want to have an additional measure or
measures related to its unique mission.   

Second, the focus of the Blueprint is on
performance information for policy leaders—
elected officials and their staff, cabinet officers,
and program heads—not the needs of day-to-day
program managers.  The information needs of
policy leaders are often different than those of
program managers.  Program managers and
their staff need up-to-date, preferably real-time
information that enables them to make service
delivery changes and other program decisions
and turn things around quickly if they are not
going well.  They do not need such immediate
information to be consistent with the information
used by the managers of other programs.  Policy
leaders, on the other hand, tend to make changes
more deliberately.  Legislators make statutory
changes only once a year, or in many cases, only
every other year.  The Congress provides
oversight on an even longer schedule.  Education
leaders have little need for the latest quarterly
report on program placement rates.  Policy
leaders involved in systemwide policy or
planning, however, do need information that is
consistent across programs.

There are also methodological reasons for
differences in performance information at the
policy and management levels.  The best sources
of data for consistent information are
administrative records.  Not only are these
sources inexpensive, they enable one to apply
consistent methodology across programs.  One
can use the same data source and methods, for
example, to calculate employment and earnings
for community college students and for WIA
Title I participants.  Other possible data sources,
namely case manager notes or surveys, are either
unavailable (community colleges do not employ
case managers), too expensive (participant
surveys for every program of study at every
institution would be extraordinarily expensive),
or are not consistently reliable and valid (for
example, self-reported earnings in response to
surveys).

5 See also, King and O'Shea 2003; O'Shea, et. al., 2004; and King and Looney 2004).
6 Participants in Adult Education and Family Literacy who are in the program for a reason that is not work-related, may be excluded from
the performance measures presented here.

17
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Administrative records, on the other hand, have
their own weaknesses.  Most notably, UI wage
records, the administrative data source for
employment and earnings, have a time lag of
about six months in data availability.  A six
month lag is not a problem for those writing a
bill for the legislature; it is for those managing
WIA Title I contractors.  Making the lag worse is
the follow-up period required for policy level
measures.  Policy leaders want to know whether
or not a program is working.  One cannot judge
whether or not a program is working based on
what happens the day after participants leave
the door.  There must be a follow-up period of
sufficient length to give some assurance that
observed immediate results will last.  Program
managers do not have this luxury.

States and local entities have sometimes dealt
with this temporal difference by identifying a
"dashboard" of "leading indicators" drawn from
data available at exit or shortly thereafter.  The
hope is that the leading indicators will be
positively and strongly correlated with longer
term measures of lasting results.  Florida has
instituted such a "dashboard" of "leading
indicators" for WIA Title I, referred to as the
"Red and Green Report," (Switzer 2004).  The
"Red and Green Report" reports outcomes no
later than 45 days after the end of each quarter
that can be used for case management,
performance based contracting, and project
management.  Florida has tested the connection
of the "Red and Green" measures with the longer
term WIA core indicators and found that they
are positively correlated.  The "Red and Green"
name refers to the colors in the report that
designate workforce development areas that are
performing in either the bottom or top quartile
on a measure.  This graphic display provides a
quick, intuitive picture of how areas of the state
are performing.

At the other end of the spectrum are measures of
the general state of a state's workforce (Sheets
2002).  These are not performance measures per
se.  They do not show the results of workforce
development programs or even the results of the
system as a whole.  They are indicators of how
well a state's entire workforce is doing.  They
count individuals who never participated in a

workforce program as well as those who have.
Oregon Shines provides examples of such
indicators: the "percentage of Oregon workers
employed in a job that pays wages of 150 percent
or more of poverty (for a family of 4)" and the
"average annual payroll per covered worker."
Such indicators provide policy leaders with a
general picture of how well their state is doing.

The performance measures discussed in the
remainder of this section fall in between these
two levels.  (A state may want to implement a
tiered system, as in Florida and Oregon with
measures at each of the three levels.)  The
measures discussed here are neither day-to-day
management measures nor general indicators of
the state's well being; instead, they are designed
to provide policy leaders with information on
how well the workforce development system is
performing and whether or not the results are
getting better over time.  

I.  What Do Policy Makers Want to Know
About Performance?

As mentioned above, the six states' teams began
their discussion of performance measures by
asking themselves, "What do policy makers want
to know about performance?"  Drawing from
their experience with governors, legislators, and
boards, the teams identified the following six
types of performance information that policy
makers want to know and a series of questions
that leaders commonly ask:

1. Labor Market Results for Program
Participants

Do people get jobs?
What are they paid?
Do the jobs last?

2. Skill Gains

To what extent do education levels increase?
Do participants continue in further education?
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3. Participant Satisfaction

To what extent are program participants
satisfied?

4. Social Welfare Results for Program
Participants

What are the changes in the receipt of social
welfare payments?

What are the changes in the receipt of
unemployment insurance payments?

What are the changes in poverty rates?
Are we making taxpayers out of tax users?

5. Results for Employers and the Economy

What are the impacts of workforce
development programs on the economy?

Are the programs meeting the needs of
employers?

Does the supply of newly prepared workers
match labor market demand?

Are program participants better prepared for
work?

Do people go out-of-state after they are
served?

And policy leaders want to know the relevant
information by economic sector.

6. Return on Investment

What do programs cost?
What is the return on investment?

In addition to answering these questions for the
workforce development system as a whole,
policy leaders want the participant information
available by subgroup, such as by gender,
race/ethnicity, and disability status.  They also
want information to make comparisons with
other states, to judge what service strategies are
most effective (for example, job training vs. job
search assistance), and to compare programs.

Answering all of these questions is not possible,
and in some cases, not even desirable, at least
not without a lot of caveats.  For example, it is
very difficult to determine the impacts of
workforce development programs on a state's

economy.  A state's economy is greatly affected
by national economic conditions such as
consumer spending, interest rates, international
trade, the federal budget, and where the
economy is in the business cycle.  These
conditions, more than the performance of the
workforce development system, let alone an
individual program, determine the health of a
state's economy at any given point in time.  Over
the long haul, the level of education and training
of the state's workforce is certainly a major factor
affecting a state's economy, but short-term effects
are difficult to isolate.

With regard to participant satisfaction, while all
agreed that knowing the degree of participant
satisfaction is an important thing, after much
discussion the teams concluded that measuring
participant satisfaction is best done at the point
of service as a quality improvement tool, rather
than as a systemwide measure of performance.

Policy makers are often interested in making
comparisons, but one must be very careful in
comparing the results of different programs.
Different programs serve different populations.
Given these differences, their results should not
be same.  If one program's results are better than
another's, that in itself should not lead to the
conclusion that resources should be shifted from
one to the other.  The program with weaker
results may be serving a population with many
barriers to employment that nearly
everyone would agree a state
should serve, and its weaker
results may reflect the need
for additional rather than
fewer resources.

The ability to understand
the outcomes of federally
funded programs for the nation
as a whole as well as the ability to
make comparisons among states would be useful
to policy leaders.  However, to do this would
require standardizing both measurement
methodology and the techniques used to adjust
measures for variations in economic conditions
and participant demographics.  This
standardization does not currently exist.  In fact,
the current system makes it difficult for Congress

…the
current system

makes it difficult
for Congress to
know what it is

getting.
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to know what it
is getting.  States
vary greatly in
exactly how they
apply the same
measures and
small variations
in detail can
lead to rather
large differences
in results.  While
some states have
developed

regression models to adjust results for economic
conditions and demographic characteristics,
most have not, and those that do use different
techniques.  As a consequence, one cannot tell if
differences in performance results among states
are due to methodological differences, economic
or demographic differences, or real differences in
how well states actually perform.

Policy makers want to know the "difference" that
programs make.  To actually measure the
"difference", however, requires net impact
analyses that compare outcomes for participants
receiving services (the treatment group) with
outcomes for comparison groups of individuals
similar to the participants but who did not
receive the services.  It is not economical or
feasible to conduct net impact analyses on a
frequent basis vertically and horizontally across
the workforce development system, and further,
many programs do not lend themselves to
experimental, random assignment evaluations.

There are steps that states can take to address
these issues, but we should recognize at the
outset that despite our best efforts we cannot
answer all of the questions that policy leaders
ask.  In some cases, we have to answer the
questions we wish they would they ask. 7

II.  What Makes for a Good Performance
Measure?

Given the goal of integrated performance
information across the workforce development
system, the six states' teams developed criteria to
judge the quality of possible performance
measures.

Other things being equal performance measures
are better the extent to which they:

Are outcome measures: Performance measures
should be measures of the results for customers,
as opposed to process measures or measures of
program outputs.  As a part of this criterion,
performance measures should measure things
that programs can substantially affect, not
variables determined by external factors
unrelated to program performance.

Promote desired results:  Because you get what you
measure, measures should be carefully designed
to promote behavior and results that are
consistent with policy goals.  As a corollary to
this, measures should be chosen to minimize
unintended consequences.

Are easily explainable to a lay audience:  Policy
leaders are busy people and have to digest a
tremendous amount of varied information.
Measures are more useful to policy leaders the
extent to which they are understood quickly and
easily; the fewer the measures the better.

Create a level playing field among programs and
service strategies:  Measures should be designed
so that they do not create a bias toward one
program or strategy or another.  For example: a
follow-up period linked to the point of
registration is biased against lengthier programs
and strategies.

Meaningful for each program: The performance
measures should provide meaningful
information for each program in the system.
They should provide programs with information
they care about.

Scalable and Divisible: Measures should be
meaningful vertically across the workforce
development system—they should be applicable,
to the extent possible, to local institutions,
workforce development or other regional areas,
states, and the nation.  Measures should also be
divisible so that results can be understood for
subpopulations and service strategies.  States
should be able to slice and dice the measures to
meet a variety of research, analytical, and policy
needs.

…we should recognize at
the outset that despite
our best efforts, we
cannot answer all of the
questions that policy
leaders ask. In some
cases, we have to
answer the questions we
wish they would ask.

7 See also, Blalock and Barnow 2001; King and Looney 2004;
and, King and O’Shea 2003.
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Timely:  There should be a minimal gap between
the time of service and the time the performance
information is reportable.

Methodologically Sound: Measures should satisfy
standards for validity and reliability.

Are not easily  “gamed": While there may be no
measure that is completely impervious to
manipulation, some measures are more
susceptible than others.  Measures should be
constructed to minimize the opportunities to
improve results by manipulating the
measurement rather than by improving service.

Inexpensive:  Performance measures are very
important for ensuring taxpayer dollars are
wisely used, but states very reasonably want to
minimize the amount of money spent on
activities other than direct service to customers,
and those include performance measurement.
For the sake of efficiency, measures are better
when they rely on data that are already
maintained, i.e., administrative records.

Comprehensive and complementary as a whole:  The
measures should be comprehensive in that,
while still a relatively short list, they address all
the types of performance information that
leaders want.  They should be complementary in
that if a measure creates a bias in one direction it
should be accompanied by another measure that
points in the other direction.  For example, if a
state uses a measure of earnings that promotes
serving people with high pre-program earnings,
the state should also use a second earnings
measure that promotes serving people with low
pre-program earnings.

Finally, it should be understood that there is no
perfect set of performance measures.  Measures
are not capable of perfectly fitting each and
every one of these criteria.  There are tradeoffs
that have to be made.  In order to satisfy some
criteria, there has to be some give on others.

III.  IPI Performance Measures

The six states' teams identified eight
performance measures that best meet the above
criteria and provide information that policy

leaders want to know about the performance of
the workforce development system.  The
following section presents the eight measures.
The measures are grouped into broad categories
that correspond with the identified needs of
policy makers.  The section also analyzes the
advantages and disadvantages of the measures
and others that were considered.  Suggested
definitions for key terms follow this section.

A critical element of the IPI measures is the
concept of "nesting measures."  While the states
wanted a short list of measures, they also wanted
the capacity to understand outcomes for
subpopulations of participants, particular
industries, and for service strategies.  Given the
use of administrative records, the IPI measures
can be broken down in order to provide such
information.  This section includes some
important "nesting" measures that states or
others could use.  

The measures are divided into two broad
categories: Accountability Measures and
Performance Indicators.  The Accountability
Measures are appropriate for use in setting
targets and applying consequences, while the
Performance Indicators are not recommended for
these purposes since they do not sufficiently
satisfy the above criteria to be used as
accountability measures.  For example, the
employer market penetration measure is not an
outcome measure and can have unintended
consequences.  The return on investment
measures have a long lag between the time of
service and the time the results are available, are
expensive to measure on a frequent basis, and
the methodology is not sufficiently rigorous to
accurately measure small changes over time.
Despite these and other shortcomings, these
measures are still useful as indicators of the
general performance of the workforce
development system.

Finally, it should be noted that the measures are
not drawn from a list of measures from any of
the six states.  They are the product of wide-
ranging discussions and compromises among
individuals from a variety of states representing
a variety of workforce development programs.
The following figure summarizes the measures.
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IPI Performance Measures

Accountability Measures

Category Measure

Labor Market Results for Program Participants
•  Do people get jobs?
•  What are they paid?

1. Short-term Employment Rate:
The percentage of participants who are
employed during the second quarter after exit.
(For youth, enrollment in education counts as
well as employment.)

2. Long-term Employment Rate:
The percentage of participants who are
employed during the fourth quarter after exit.
(For youth, enrollment in education counts as
well as employment.)

3. Earnings Level:
Median earnings during the 2nd quarter after
exit among all exiters with earnings. 

Skill Gains
• To what extent do education levels increase?

4. Credential Completion Rate:
The percentage of exiters who have completed
a certificate, degree, diploma, licensure, or
industry-recognized credential during
participation or within one year of exit.

Results for Employers and the Economy
• Are we meeting the needs of employers?

5.  Repeat Employer Customers:
The percentage of employers who are served
who return to the same program for service
within one year.

Performance Indicators

Category Measure

Results for Employers and the Economy
•  Are we meeting the needs of employers?

6.  Employer Market Penetration:
The percentage of all employers who are served
during one year. 

Return on Investment
•  What is the return on the investment?

7.  Taxpayer Return on Investment:
The net impact on tax revenue and social
welfare payments compared to the cost of the
services.

8.  Participant Return on Investment:
The net impact on participant earnings and
employer-provided benefits compared to the
cost of the services.
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Labor Market Results for Program Participants
—Three Measures

1. Short-term Employment Rate: The
percentage of participants who are employed
during the second quarter after exit. (For
programs serving youth, the measure should
include enrollment in education as well as
employment in the numerator, so the measure
captures the positive outcome of continued
education.)

The number of exiters with any earnings
during the second quarter after exit

The total number of exiters

2. Long-term Employment Rate:  The
percentage of participants who are employed
during the fourth quarter after exit.  (For
programs serving youth, the measure should
include enrollment in education as well as
employment in the numerator.)

The number of exiters with any earnings
during the fourth quarter after exit

The total number of exiters

3. Earnings Level: Median earnings during the
second quarter after exit among all exiters
with any earnings.  The measure should be
presented as an annualized number (quarterly
earnings times four).  (For programs serving
youth, individuals enrolled in education
during the second quarter after exit should be
excluded from the measure, in order to
prevent individuals who are employed only
part time because they are in school—a
positive outcome—from depressing the
result.)

Nesting Measures: Measures number 1, 2,
and 3 can be measured for subpopulations of
participants, such as: gender, race/ethnicity,
disability status, public assistance recipients,
and for subsets of services.  The two
employment rate measures can be measured
for the subpopulation of participants who
were unemployed prior to participation.  The
employment rate measures can be

disaggregated by economic sector. The long-
term employment rate measure can be
supplemented by a measure of the percentage
of exiters with employment during both the
third and fourth quarters after exit.  The
earnings data can be disaggregated to show
distributional outcomes; for example, the
median income among the bottom quintile of
exiters, the second quintile, and so forth.)

Discussion of Labor Market Results Measures  

The recommended measures provide simple
and straightforward answers to common
questions asked by policy leaders: How many
people get jobs and what are they paid?  In
their simplicity, they avoid many of the
disadvantages of more complicated measures
sometimes used.  

Minimum Threshold for Employment: After
serious consideration the six states decided
not to recommend a minimum threshold for
employment greater than "any earnings" in a
quarter.  Adding a threshold would
complicate the measures. For example, if a
threshold greater than zero were added to the
employment rate measures, would
participants below the threshold be excluded
from the earnings measure?  Also, there is no
other threshold beyond zero that is not
arbitrary. Some advocates voice concern that
counting any earnings may lead to counting
many as employed who have only very short-
lived, low-paid jobs.  Test data runs show,
however, that counting any earnings as
employment adds only a couple of percentage
points to the IPI employment rate measures
compared to establishing a minimum
threshold of a few hundred dollars in a
quarter.    

Why median earnings rather than the mean? For
the earnings measure, we recommend the
median rather than the average (mean)
because for many workforce programs only
about a third of participants earn at or above
the average.  The average, therefore, creates a
misleading impression about overall
performance and the earnings participants
can expect. 
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What about Measures of Pre-Post Change?
Other possible measures include looking at
employment only among those unemployed
at registration or "pre/post" changes in
earnings.  Both of those approaches can be
misleading.  They imply that the services
caused the observed change in employment
or earnings, as though all individuals not
served would have remained unemployed or
had stagnant earnings.  We know, however,
this is not the case.  In order to measure the
change caused by program services, net
impact measures are necessary.
Limiting the employment rate measures to
only those unemployed at registration also
excludes a substantial share of workforce
development participants and makes the
measures largely meaningless for important
programs.  About 70 percent of community
and technical college students are employed
at registration.  To have a key performance
measure that excludes the majority of
participants in the largest adult training
program in the nation does not make sense
for integrated performance information.
Recognizing, however, that many policy
makers are interested in knowing the
employment rate among participants who
were unemployed prior to participation we
offer a nesting measure showing the
employment rate among this subset of
participants.

Pre-post changes in earnings are mostly
determined by the pre-program level of
earnings.  The higher the pre-program level of
earnings the lower the gain, other things
remaining equal.  Unless results are adjusted
for the level of pre-program earnings,
differences in this measure from year to year
are more likely to reflect changes in pre-
program earnings than changes in program
effectiveness.  There are other challenges as
well, for example picking the right pre-
program time period to use.  Participants
typically have experienced a decline in
earnings during the first quarter prior to
registration (Ashenfelter 1978).  Should the
first pre-program quarter be used, perhaps
artificially inflating the result, or should an
earlier quarter be used, perhaps artificially
understating the program's effectiveness?

The number produced by a measure of pre-
post changes in earnings is not something that
is intuitively meaningful.  While $30,000 per
year is an excellent result for most workforce
development services (other than the labor
exchange), it is not so obvious whether a pre-
post change of $10,000 is good or bad.  The
answer is: it depends on the finish line.
Going from $0 to $10,000 is not good since it
still does not provide sufficient earnings to
live on.  Going from $10,000 to $20,000 is
generally a good outcome, but one cannot tell
that by a pre-post measure alone.  The
intuitive meaning of the number is
particularly important if the earnings measure
is going to be reported as part of a consumer
report system.  An individual trying to decide
which training program to enroll in is much
more likely to want to know how much
money students typically make after the
program than to want to know the average
pre-post change in earnings. Finally, while an
earnings level measure does not in itself
provide a point of comparison to a policy
goal, a state (or an individual for that matter)
could provide that point of comparison, such
as the poverty threshold, a self-sufficiency
standard, a "living wage," or some concept of
a "family wage".

Follow-up Period: The choice of which follow-
up period to use is an important one. The
follow-up period is based on calendar
quarters since unemployment insurance wage
records are quarterly.  While the first quarter
after exit provides the most timely
information, it is subject to manipulation by
timing the date of exit.  It is also incomplete.
Many participants do not become employed
until some time during the first quarter after
exit; for these, the first quarter will not
capture a full quarter's worth of earnings.
This is most obviously the case for secondary
career and technical education.  For adults,
the longer and more costly the investment in
training, the longer participants are willing to
wait to find the right position in their field.
Their earnings prior to finding that position
do not capture the result of the training.
There may also be a delay due to the timing
of licensure exams.  For these reasons, many
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argue that the third quarter after exit is the
first quarter that will fully reflect the earnings
outcome.  This however, is a long time to wait
for information.  Consideration must also be
given to the criterion of a level playing field.
Longitudinal analyses of earnings show that
the longer the follow-up period, the better the
relative results for training services compared
to quicker job search services (Barnow 2000).
On the other hand, one could make job search
look relatively better by using the shortest
follow-up period possible, such as the quarter
of exit.  Given all these considerations, we
recommend the second quarter as the best
follow-up period.  While the timing of the
first follow-up period for employment is not
as sensitive to these issues as earnings, we
recommend the second quarter for that as
well in order to use the same follow-up
period for as many measures as possible for
the sake of simplicity and ease of explanation.

The preferred measure for a longer term
follow-up is the employment rate during the
fourth quarter after exit.  This is not a
"traditional" retention measure.  The concept
of retention measures fits well with workforce
development programs that have a strategy of
placing participants and then helping them
retain employment.  For many programs,
including community and technical college
job training and secondary career and
technical education, this is not part of what
they do.  Employment retention measures can
also be misleading if they measure retention
in employment only of those employed
during the earlier follow-up period.  One
could observe an 80 percent employment rate
in the first period and an 80 percent retention
rate in the second, both of which sound fairly
impressive.  But it would be possible that only
64 percent of all exiters could be employed
during the second period—a poor result that
would be masked by a traditional retention
measure.

What About Wage Progression? Policy leaders
also express interest in measures of earnings
change during the post-program period.  Put
colloquially, many leaders want to know if
individuals are stuck in dead-end jobs or if

they experience wage progression.  Research
shows that increases in earnings during the
post-program period are strongly correlated
with continuous employment.  Post-program
earnings gains are also correlated with the
level of initial earnings—those who land a
good job tend to experience the largest
subsequent gains.  To some extent, therefore,
measures of post-program earnings gains are
redundant if one already has measures of
earnings level and short and long-term
employment.  And, once programs have
information on a cohort of participants, their
earnings progression over time can be
identified.

While measures of earnings change and
employment retention do not rise to the top of
the list of our recommended measures for the
reasons cited, they can provide useful
information and states may wish to use them
for analytical purposes.  Possible measures
include:

Pre-post Earnings Change:  The difference
between the level of earnings during the third
and fourth quarters after exit and the level of
earnings during the third and fourth quarters
prior to program participation.  Numerator:
the level of earnings during the third and
fourth quarters after exit minus the level of
earnings during the third and fourth quarters
prior to program registration among those
with employment during both of these pre-
and post-program periods.  Denominator:  the
number of exiters with employment during
both of these pre- and post-program periods.
(The restriction of the measure to those with
employment during both periods makes this
solely a measure of earnings, as opposed to a
measure of the compound effect of earnings
and employment rates.)

Employment retention:  The percentage of
exiters who are employed during each of the
second, third, fourth, and fifth quarters after
exit.  Numerator: the number of exiters with
employment during each of the second, third,
fourth, and fifth quarter after exit.
Denominator:  the number of exiters.
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Post-program earnings change: The difference in
the level of earnings during the fifth quarter
after exit and the level during the second
quarter after exit.  Numerator: earnings
during the fifth quarter after exit minus
earnings during the second quarter after exit
among those with employment during both
quarters.  Denominator:  the number of exiters
with employment during both the second and
fifth quarters after exit.

Skill Gains

4. Credential completion rate:  The percentage
of exiters who have completed a certificate,
degree, diploma, licensure, or industry-
recognized credential during participation or
within one year of exit.

The number of exiters who have
completed a credential during

participation or within
one year of exit

The total number of exiters

Nesting Measures: Measure 4 can be
measured for subpopulations of participants
and for the subset of participants who
received training.  The measure can also be
disaggregated to show the completion rate by
type of credential, for example the percentage
who completed an associate's degree.  The
measure also incorporates the data to report
the number of exiters completing a credential,
in addition to reporting the rate, including the
number of credentials by field of study.

Discussion  

This measure is designed to answer policy
leaders' questions about participant skill
gains.  One of the key issues in the design of a
skill gains measure is determining what to
count as a gain.  Experience with WIA Title I
shows that unless there is a fairly tight
definition, there will not be consistency in
how gains are measured across geographic
areas and programs.  For the sake of
consistency and in order to count gains that
have true value in the labor market, our
recommendation is to count credentials only.

These should include standard credentials
such as academic certificates, diplomas and
degrees, and also industry-recognized
credentials such as licensure and industry-
based certifications.  Ideally, credentials
should be based upon assessments of students
against industry standards.  This, however, is
not yet sufficiently common to make it a
requirement in the definition of what
constitutes a credential.

One of the technical challenges in measuring
credentials is dealing with the large number
of individuals going in out of short-term
training during the course of their working
lives.  Many community colleges have
responded to this type of demand by
implementing modular training with multiple
exit points.  Reaching an exit point signifies
the attainment of meaningful skills.  It would
be useful for the credential measure to
positively count this type of completion,
particularly when it satisfies industry-based
standards.

Why Consider All Participants?  Another issue
is whether to include all exiters in the
denominator or only exiters who received
training.  The recommendation is to use all
exiters because it will encourage programs to
promote training and skill development for
the whole population of participants.  If only
those exiters who received training were
counted in the denominator it would be
possible for a state to achieve a credential
completion rate of 100 percent while training
very few individuals.  For those interested in
knowing the credential completion rate
among only those who receive training, that
can be measured as a nesting measure.

Completion Rates and Numbers:  Beside the
completion rate, another important point of
information is the number of individuals who
obtain new credentials.  This is a measure of
the extent to which workforce development
programs and the system as a whole are
increasing the supply of skilled workers.
Since this number is the numerator in the
credential completion rate measure, it can be
readily provided as a nesting measure.
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Participant Satisfaction

As mentioned earlier, we came to the
conclusion that participant satisfaction is best
measured at the point of service as part of
quality improvement efforts, and not as a
performance measure for the system.

Social Welfare Results for Program Participants

The states' teams decided that social welfare
results are best measured through measuring
subpopulation results for earnings and
through the return on investment measure
(number 7, below).  The primary policy
question regarding social welfare (e.g., TANF)
recipients is, "How much are they earning
after participation?"  This can be measured by
looking at earnings measure (number 3) for
the subpopulation of social welfare recipients
one is interested in.  As part of measure
number 7, a state can look at the net impact of
workforce development participation on
social welfare payments.  This is a better
performance measure than the percentage of
participants receiving social welfare payments
which is more likely to be related to policy
changes in eligibility than it is to program
performance.  A net impact analysis enables a
state to assess how much difference program
services make, since the comparison group
will be subject to the same eligibility policies
as the participant group.

Results for Employers and the Economy

5. Repeat Employer Customers:  The percentage
of employers who are served who return to
the same program for service within one year.  

The number of employers who return to
the same program for service within one

year of the initial service quarter

The number of employers who receive a

service during a quarter

6. Employer Market Penetration:  The
percentage of all employers who are served
during the year.  

The number of employers served during
the year

The total number of employers

Nesting Measures:  Measures number 5 and 6
can be measured for particular sectors of the
economy or other subsets of employers that
are target markets, and for particular services.

Discussion 

It is difficult to answer policy leaders'
questions about the outcomes of workforce
development programs for employers and the
economy, especially in cases where employers
are not the direct customers but are indirectly
served by hiring program participants.  The
recommended measures are far from perfect,
but we believe they are the best possible
measures that can be calculated efficiently. Up
to now, there have been no such measures in
federal programs even while the benefits to
employers have become central to policy
discussions.  

Other Measures Considered:  Economists can
argue that the benefit to employers can be
measured in the additional earnings paid to
program participants since employers would
not pay the additional earnings if former
participants did not produce value at least
equal to that cost.  From a political
perspective, however, it is difficult to
convince elected officials and business leaders
that the result for employers is best measured
by increased individual earnings.  Another
potential measure, productivity gains, is
notoriously difficult to measure and is not
very scalable.  It is also highly subject to
factors external to workforce development
programs.  Serious consideration was given to
a measure of employment retention with the
same employer.  Retention with the same
employer may be a sign of employer
satisfaction with the quality of the
participants' work.  Participants, however,
may leave an employer for good reasons (for
a better job) as well as for bad reasons (they
were fired), and employment retention with
the same employer would count both as
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though they were bad.  In fact, participants
often do better when they move to a new
employer especially if they are beginning
their career at the entry level.

Repeat Customers:  The measure of repeat
employer customers is recommended as the
accountability measure for this category.  The
measure includes indirect as well as direct
service in order to include employers who
hire program exiters.  An increase in repeat
customers over time signifies that workforce
development programs are providing services
that employers want.  The measure can be
viewed as a proxy for employer satisfaction.
To measure employer satisfaction directly
would require surveys that would be
expensive to administer vertically across the
system.  The measure requires the employer
to return to the same program but not
necessarily the same service, since some
employers, particularly small employers, may
have no need of the same service within one
year.  For programs that are part of a one-stop
system whereby access to services is provided
by common staff, sometime referred to as an
account manager, an employer returning to
the account manager should count as a repeat
customer.

Market Penetration: Employer market
penetration is more an output measure than a
measure of the outcomes for employers.  It is
useful information for policy makers to know,
although some might question whether
higher is always better since it could involve
competition with the private sector.  The
measure counts both direct and indirect
service to employers.  Including all employers
in the denominator will generate a percentage
that is relatively small.  States may consider
limiting the denominator to employers that
hire employees.  Job placement, however, is
not the only service provided to employers,
and limiting the measure to only employers
that hire would create a disincentive to
market services to all employers.  The results
of all services to employers are to be counted
in the measure including, but not limited to,
providing labor market information, training
participants who become new hires, and

upgrading the skills of incumbent workers.
A technical challenge with both measures is
that care must be taken to identify employers.
Potential problems include handling
employers with multiple locations and
employers whose legal identity changes.  The
measure of repeat employer customers has
the potential downside of creating a
disincentive to serve small employers who are
less likely than large employers to need to
repeat the same service.  This problem might
be mitigated through a regression model or
other adjustment methods.  Both measures
treat small and large employers alike, even
though there can be a much larger economic
impact from serving a large employer than a
small employer.   It would be easier to
increase one's market share by targeting small
employers.  This potential unintended
consequence is another reason for treating
market penetration as a Performance
Indicator rather than Accountability Measure.

Return on Investment

7. Taxpayer Return on Investment: The net
impact on tax revenue and social welfare
payments compared to the cost of the
services.  

Estimated net impact on tax revenue and
social welfare payments during the

first five years after exit

Cost of the services.

8. Participant Return on Investment: The net
impact on participant earnings and employer-
provided benefits compared to the cost of the
services.  

Estimated net impact on participant
earnings and employer-provided benefits 
during the first five years after exit

Cost of the services.

Nesting Measures: Measures number 7 and 8
can be measured for subpopulations of
participants and for subsets of services.
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Discussion  

These measures are intended to respond to
policy leaders who want to know: "How
much bang for the buck?"  Measure number 7
attempts to show how much taxpayers receive
for their investment through increased tax
revenue and reduced social welfare payments.
Measure number 8 attempts
to show whether, and to what
degree, the impact on
participant compensation is
greater than the cost of the
services.  The two measures
might more accurately be
termed "cost effectiveness"
measures, but they are
referred to here as "return on
investment" measures
because that term resonates
more with policy leaders.
The underlying premise of
both measures is that the
return to taxpayers and
participants is based on the
net impact.  To count the observed outcomes
in a manner that suggests that nothing
positive would have happened to individuals
if they had not received services is misleading.

Methodology: The recommended methodology
for the return on investment measures is to
statistically construct a comparison group
(Hollenbeck 2004, King and O'Shea 2003,
Workforce Training and Education
Coordinating Board 2002).  The most practical
data source for that purpose, for most
programs, is the database of Employment
Service registrants.  This database contains a
rich array of information on each individual
including age, race/ethnicity, gender,
disability status, prior education, and location,
and can be linked with unemployment
insurance wage files and other data sets to
obtain employment and earnings data, and
history of unemployment benefits and public
assistance receipt. 

Statistical matching can be used to find the
Employment Service registrants who most
closely match the workforce development
participants of interest.  This data source also

has the advantage that most of the comparison
group share with the participant group the
characteristic of being job seekers or
incumbent workers who want to improve
their situation.  While the database of
Employment Service registrants is the most
useful source for statistically constructing a
comparison group, it is not the only source,

and for some populations—
particularly in-school youth and
vocational rehabilitation
participants—other sources are
needed as well.

Net impacts can be assessed by
comparing outcomes for
individuals who received
workforce development services
(other than registration with the
Employment Service) to their
matched counterparts.
Employment Service registrants
who participated in any other
workforce development service
are removed from the
comparison group pool.  This

method estimates the impact of workforce
development services beyond the impact of
simply registering with the Employment
Service.  Clearly, this method cannot be used
to measure the impact of registration by itself.

First, one identifies the earnings of the
participants using the unemployment
insurance wage files.  It is recommended that
there be at least two years of post-program
data on earnings to enable the use of
mathematical models to extrapolate the
earnings out to five years after exit.  The five-
year period is methodologically defensible,
short enough to appear credible to policy
leaders, and long enough for almost all
programs to demonstrate a positive net
impact.8 One must also identify participant
earnings during the time period of program
service in order to calculate foregone
earnings.  During the time period of
participation individuals tend to forego
earnings compared to similar individuals who

While the data base of
Employment Service
registrants is the most
useful source for statistically
constructing a comparison
group, it is not the only
source, and for some
populations — particularly
in-school youth and
vocational rehabilitation
participants—other sources
are needed as well.

8While the benefits of some programs extend throughout the working
lives of participants, for example the benefits of an Associate's Degree,
to mathematically extend the impacts of all services until the end of
participation in the labor force might stretch credibility.  
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are not in a workforce development program.
This is a cost of participation that should be
taken into account.  The value of earnings
should also be discounted in order to
compare benefits and costs in terms of net
present values.

Currently, there is no source of administrative
records on the value of employer-provided
medical and pension benefits.  The value
must, therefore, instead be estimated based
upon the literature on employee
compensation.  The literature shows how the
value of benefits varies with the level of
earnings and industry of employment—two
variables captured in the unemployment
insurance wage records.  

After identifying the earnings and benefits of
the participants, one can similarly identify the
earnings and benefits of the comparison
group.  The difference between the total
compensation of the participants and the
comparison group is the net impact.  This
should be stated as an average per
participant.

For the measure of the taxpayer return on
investment, the impact on tax revenues can be
derived by formula from the impact on
earnings.  State departments of revenue
typically maintain formulas that estimate the
amount of tax revenues generated by changes
in earnings.  The change in tax revenues can,
therefore, be estimated without accessing
individual tax records and regardless of the
types of taxes in a state.  One can use the
formulas to identify the net impact on tax
revenues resulting from the net difference in
earnings between the participants and
comparison group.

Administrative records are available for social
welfare payments, e.g., TANF, food stamps,
and Medicaid.  States can use the
administrative records to identify the value of
the post-program payments received by the
participants and extrapolate this value out to
five years after exit.  One can then identify the
similar value for the comparison group.  The
difference in the values between the two
groups is the next impact on social welfare
payments.9

Calculating program costs is more difficult
than it may first appear.  One must be careful
to include all costs, which may include
federal, state, and local.  Costs should be
based on actual expenditures, not program
appropriations.  

There is a considerable lag between the time
that participants exit service and the time that
results are available from a net impact
analysis.  This is one reason why the return
on investment measures are not appropriate
as performance accountability measures.  By
the time the results are available, much will
have already changed—frequently including
the program administrators.

While this methodology does not withstand
the scrutiny of those who believe that only an
experimental design is sufficient, it does offer
a practical and relatively inexpensive way of
estimating net impacts.  Moreover, it is much
more rigorous than the methodology behind
most so-called return on investment measures
presented to state policy leaders.  While the
numbers created by the measures should be
considered as only general estimates (another
reason they are not suitable as accountability
measures) they do give a sense of whether
services produce positive net impacts that
exceed costs, and the general magnitude of
those impacts.

Washington's Workforce Board has applied
this methodology twice to measure the return
on investment for workforce development,
and has received good reviews from the
Office of the Governor and the state
Legislature, increasing their support for
workforce development programs.  The
results have also influenced program
direction. For example, The Workforce
Board's analysis has shown that the net
impact of adult basic skills education is much
stronger when combined with vocational
skills training.  This finding has helped
stimulate the blending of literacy and
vocational skills training at the state's
community and technical colleges.

9 For some programs, other social welfare benefits beside TANF,
food stamps, and Medicaid may be important to consider; for
example, Supplemental Security Income (SSI), for vocational
rehabilitation.
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For programs for which random assignment
is appropriate, state net impact measurements
can be complemented by national
experimental net impact evaluations.  These
research-based evaluations satisfy stricter
requirements for scientific rigor and provide
valuable information regarding the actual
impact of programs and strategies, including
their effectiveness for various sub-
populations.   As a package, then, the
performance system would include a variety
of measurements—output, outcome, and
experimental and non-experimental net
impact measures—that complement one
another.

Data Sources and Supplemental Data

The data sources for these performance measures
are administrative records created in the process
of delivering services.  In addition, the following
are sources for outcome data:

• Unemployment Insurance wage records
•  Department of Defense personnel records
• Federal Office of Personnel Management 

records
• United States Postal Service personnel records
• College and school student records
• The National Student Loan Clearinghouse
• Public Assistance Records (TANF, Food

Stamps, Medicaid)

The major gaps in these administrative records
are out-of-state employment and data on self-
employment (Stevens and Crosslin 1989, King
1989).  WRIS provides out-of-state employment
information for services authorized by WIA,
however, the scope of WRIS must be expanded
to other programs in order to fill the first gap for
out-of-state employment wage records (see p.
14).  DOL's FEDES project is developing a
national system for accessing Defense and
federal personnel records.  States may now
individually reach agreement with one another
and the federal agencies for access to
employment records. It is not practical, however,
for 50 states to be doing this individually.  These
national systems need to be accessible for the full
range of workforce development programs.

For self-employment there are three major
options, each with serious flaws.  The first option
is to use state tax records.  These records,
however, often do not have quarterly data, and
for those states without an income tax, they do
not include earnings.  The second option is
"supplemental" data, such as case manager
follow-ups with documentation.  This option,
however, is expensive and will be difficult or
impossible to apply consistently across
programs, areas, and states.  The third option is
to not count self-employment.  This option,
however, creates a disincentive to offering
entrepreneurial training and other services
related to self-employment.  There is no perfect
solution to this dilemma, and self-employment
may be increasing as firms contract out more
work and individuals select it as a career option.

We recommend that state integrated
performance information be based upon
administrative records, but that individual
programs, particularly at the local level include
supplemental data as they wish for their own
use to meet their needs.  This dual approach
supports consistency but recognizes that more
complete information may be important for
management purposes. The supplemental data
should be documented and verifiable, and
subject to periodic audit.

A final important point on supplemental data:
whatever data sources are used to measure
performance should be the ones used to develop
performance targets.  It hurts credibility to
compare results against targets based on
different data.  For example, one would not set
targets based upon data from administrative
records and then allow programs to include
supplemental data that will artificially boost
results, perhaps above targets.

IV.  Performance Targets and Consequences

Having designed performance measures and
measured the results, the next step is to compare
the results to something.  As noted earlier,
performance measures should not be used to
simplistically compare programs with each
other.  Different programs serve different
populations and their results should not be
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expected to be the same.
Over time, as longitudinal

information develops, an
obvious comparison to
make is with a
program's own past
performance in order to

judge whether
performance is getting

better.  To the extent that
there are consistent performance

measures among states, another likely
comparison is with other states, perhaps
benchmarking against states with best results.
The third obvious comparison to make is with
performance targets.

Historical data are needed in order to set
performance targets.  A state must examine how
it has performed in the past in order to know its
starting line, as well as its potential future goal.
Because the IPI measures are based on
administrative records that are (for the most
part) already in existence, states should be able
to go back in time to determine historical results.
Once a state has identified sufficient baseline
data, the state can set performance targets, most
likely in incremental steps above past
performance.  Targets for incremental
improvement are not, however, always logical.
If a state is already performing at or near 100
percent, or among the best in the nation on a
measure, then it makes sense to focus
improvement on other measures.  One
way of doing this, once there are
comparable measures among states, is
to set targets for incremental
improvement except for measures
where a state is already in the top
quartile among all the states.

To be clear, states should not set
targets at the same level for all
programs.  Targets for each program
should be set at a level appropriate for
that program.  The earnings target for
a program that serves youth, for
example, would not be the same as the
earnings target for a program that
serves dislocated workers.

What should be the consequences (either positive
or negative) for whether or not targets are met?
The original IPI state teams are of mixed views
on this issue.  They are, however, in agreement
that whatever types of consequences a state
chooses, they should be phased-in over time
from the least significant consequences to the
most significant in order to allow for a period of
adjustment.  This is important for stakeholder
buy-in and to work out kinks in the system,
including the accuracy of performance reporting.
(As the consequences become more significant,
staff are more likely to be responsive to
correcting errors in performance measurement.)
It is also important to use a collaborative process
among all the affected parties to develop the
system of consequences.

Simply reporting results and targets in the same
performance report has consequences.  It is
likely, for example, to influence policy leaders
who see the information when they make
statutory or budgetary decisions.  Reporting
performance results has consequences, even
without making comparisons to targets—for
example market reactions to consumer reports
on training provider results.  Perhaps the next
level in a continuum of consequences is non-
monetary recognition.  Done correctly, this can
be a significant motivating factor.   A third level
of consequences for positive performance is
financial.  

Consequences for Performance

Consequences for Strong Performance
Positive Responses from Consumers
Positive Responses from Policy Leaders (e.g., budgetary)
Non-Monetary Recognition
Monetary Awards

Consequences for Weak Performance
Negative Responses from Consumers
Negative Responses from Policy Leaders (e.g., budgetary)
Technical Assistance
Improvement Plans
Financial Sanctions
Reorganization 

…performance
measures should
not be used to
simplistically

compare programs
with each

other.
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With regard to sanctions, a common first step
when performance fails to meet targets is
requiring technical assistance and improvement
plans.  The most severe steps are financial
sanctions and a reorganization or replacement of
the responsible authority.  

A dilemma, however, is whether funding should
be reduced for poor performance or if poor
performance should be taken as a sign that more
funding is needed, for example, to serve a hard
to serve population.  Also, if funding is reduced
for poor performance, this may make it harder to
improve performance since that often takes
additional resources to accomplish.  Further,
there is concern that reduced funding harms the
community or places it at an additional
disadvantage.  There is also a concern that the
more performance is linked to financial
consequences, the more there is an incentive to
"game" the numbers.  While the IPI measures are
designed to minimize the opportunities for such
gaming, the possibility cannot be eliminated.
One way of minimizing these issues is for a state
to place restrictions on funding rather than to
reduce funding for poor performance.  The most
common restriction is to require that funds be
used to finance an improvement plan approved
by the state.  This approach lowers the stakes
that can lead to gaming, sustains investments
in a community, and targets resources to
improve performance.  

Not all performance measures are
appropriate for financial incentives and
sanctions.  Among the IPI measures, we
recommend that financial consequences not be
linked to the measure of employer market
penetration and the two measures of return on
investment.  These three measures are better used
for informational purposes, rather than as
accountability measures linked to specific
financial consequences.  Policy leaders will still
see the information and, as noted earlier, the
information will likely influence budgetary
decisions.

Florida has perhaps the most elaborate state
system of performance targets and consequences
linked to performance in the nation (Switzer,
2004; Askins 2004).  For example, the state sets
performance targets for each local recipient of
Perkins (federal career and technical education)

funds.  The targets are based upon incremental
improvement from past performance.  For each
measure, the performance of local recipients is
divided into quartiles.  The target for those
performing in the lowest quartile on a measures
is set two percent above past performance, for
those in the second quartile the target is 1.5
percent above past performance, for those in the
third quartile the target is 1 percent above past
performance, and for those in the top quartile the
target is to maintain past performance.
Variations from this formula can be negotiated
for such events as major economic dislocations.
For any measure where improvement is needed,
local recipients must submit a brief plan for
enhancing performance.

Florida has also established an incentive pool for
regional workforce boards using federal funding
from WIA section 503 awards and Temporary
Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) High-
Performance Bonuses.  All regional workforce
boards that achieve their individually negotiated
performance targets for WIA Title I, Wagner-
Peyser, and TANF are awarded minimal
performance incentives.  The regional workforce

boards that perform in the top quartile
compared to their peers get a

larger performance award.
The state also awards

high performing boards
with public recognition
and plaques at an
annual Workforce
Summit. The state
requires low

performing regional
boards to provide a

corrective action plan.  If
low performance persists,

they must have a state-approved
program improvement plan, often supported by
the state and peer technical assistance and
sometimes funding for specific interventions.
Continued poor performance results in
progressive levels of on-site oversight by state
staff or state-designated peer supervision,
"receivership," or replacement of local executive
staff, all of which have happened.  So far no
region has been redesignated or consolidated
due to performance problems, but that option
remains as the ultimate sanction.

…we
recommend

that financial
consequences not be

linked to the measure of
employer market

penetration and the two
measures of return on

investment.
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Adjustments

Performance measures and targets have the
potential downsides of creating disincentives to
serve "hard to serve" customers, and rewarding
or sanctioning programs for results caused by
external factors.  Advocates for hard to serve
individuals are rightfully concerned that
programs might, as a result of performance
measures, avoid serving the people they are
most concerned about (Chicago Jobs Council
2003).  Program staff are justifiably concerned
they might be punished if an economic
downturn hampers their results.  States should
adjust targets (or results) in order to minimize
these potential pitfalls.  WIA Title I already
requires states to negotiate adjustments to
take into account changes in economic
conditions or participant
characteristics.

Regression adjustments are one
tool that states can apply to
improve the validity of the
measures and stakeholder
acceptance.  Regression adjustments
"untangle" program performance from
the effects of labor markets and personal
characteristics.  States can develop mathematical
regression models to statistically control for
changes in economic conditions and the
demographics of program participants.  States
can apply these models to adjust either targets or
results.

Washington's Workforce Board has developed
regression models for the federal core indicators
for WIA, Title I, Perkins, and Adult Education
and Family Literacy, and for its state additional
measures (Bauer and Wolfhagen 2003).   The
Board has successfully used the models to
negotiate revisions in targets with DOL and
DOE.  The Workforce Board has also applied the
models to adjust local targets prior to allocating
incentive dollars to local areas.  In order to be
logically consistent, the Workforce Board adjusts
targets both upward and downward depending
on which direction the models indicate.  For
example, if an area's participants have included
fewer people with disabilities, fewer homeless
people, and fewer people who are high school
dropouts than the baseline period used to

establish the targets, the targets for that area are
raised.  In June, 2004 the Workforce Board once
again requested that DOL revise the state's
targets for WIA Title I, including upward
revisions for the first time on some state targets.
DOL agreed to the targets proposed by the state.

At the present time, Michigan and its contractor,
the W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment
Research, are developing regression models
under the sponsorship of DOL (Bartik, et. al,
2004).  Upjohn is designing the models for the
common performance measures developed by
the OMB and adopted by DOL.  Innovations of
the Upjohn approach include adding real-time
leading indicators (such as employment at exit),

economic forecasts, and participant
demographics at registration, so that the

models estimate the probable impacts
of changes in economic conditions
and participant demographics
before the results are available, and
even before the actual economic
conditions and demographics of

exiters are known.  Upjohn is
designing the models with local

managers in mind.  The goal is to
provide a package whereby a manager

could check how his or her site is currently
performing against targets given participant
characteristics and the economic forecast.  In
contrast, the Washington models are based upon
observed data only.  Revisions in targets are
made only after data demonstrates that actual
economic conditions and exiter demographics
have changed.

The Upjohn models are not yet final, but so far
Upjohn is discovering that prior earnings and
employment of program participants are very
important variables in determining results,
particularly for the OMB measures of entered
employment and pre-post earnings gains.  This
finding goes back to an earlier discussion in this
Blueprint, that measures of pre-post changes are
highly subject to the pre-program characteristics
of participants, and heightens the importance of
using adjustment methods if such measures are
to be useful.

A major issue is whether there should be
national, state, or perhaps regional models.

Regression
adjustments

untangle program
performance from the

effects of labor markets
and personal

characteristics.
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Upjohn argues that state models have the
advantage of access to individual unit data that
are not available at the national level, and are not
affected by unmeasured differences among
states.  Unmeasured differences among regions
of the nation lead some to advocate for regional
models.  National models, however, would
enforce methodological consistency and would
therefore create a more level playing field among
the states.  This would be useful given the
current wide variation in WIA Title I-B targets,
for example, among federal regions.

For states that choose to use regression models, a
final issue is whether targets should be adjusted
solely based upon mathematical models, or if
other factors should be allowed into
negotiations.  The Washington Workforce Board
follows the practice of basing adjustments on the
models, but negotiates further adjustments when
hard data is presented that the models missed.
For example, a workforce development area
successfully argued that the WIA administrative
data on incidence of youth incarceration were
incorrect by presenting the results of a data
match between the WIA records and county
court records.  Apparently youth participants
were not fully forthcoming in self-reporting their
history of incarceration to their case managers,
who in turn entered incorrect data into the
administrative records.  Based upon that
information, the state lowered the area's targets
for youth.

Definitions

The states’ teams recognized the importance of
addressing the definitions of key terms used in
the IPI Measures.  The following section captures
the discussion and conclusions.
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Participant and Service

Definition:  A participant is an individual who
has received a service funded by the program.
The exact operational definition will vary
somewhat among programs.  The definition for
purposes of performance measurement may be
different than for purposes of service delivery or
funding.  For performance measurement
purposes it makes sense to exclude certain
services that cannot be reasonably linked to the
performance outcomes that are being measured.
The intent is to count services that develop an
individual's skills or abilities as either a job
seeker or as a worker, and services that connect
job seekers and employers with one another.

Discussion

The key criterion for determining whether or not
a service should count as participation in
workforce development is whether the activity is
designed to develop an individual's skills or
abilities as either a job seeker or as a worker, or
to connect a job seeker and employer with one
another.  Service need not occur at a physical
location-service may occur through the Internet
or some other distance technology.  The
definition is also not specific to staff assisted
activity.  A program may provide substantial
assistance to an individual without direct staff
assistance.  Staff may spend considerable time
with an individual in activities that do not
directly involve either skill building or
connection with an employer.  The extent to
which staff are directly involved with an
individual is irrelevant to whether or not the
activity should count as participation.

The Department of Labor's concept of
"information only" services gets at some of the
types of activities that should not count as
participation for performance measurement
purposes. Examples of "informational only"

services include communications to individuals
about the labor market or the range of available
services, outreach and intake services, and
assessments of individuals' needs and abilities.
Communications that are designed to impart job
seeking or occupational skills are considered to
be more than informational only.  A rationale for
not counting information only services is that
such services are designed to enable an
individual to benefit from workforce
development services, but they are not services
in and of themselves that develop job seeker or
worker skills and abilities, or that connect job
seekers and employers.

Based on this concept, support services by
themselves should not count as participation in
workforce development for purposes of
performance measurement.  Income support and
child care are two prominent examples of such
support services.  They do not by themselves
increase job seeker or worker skills and abilities,
or connect job seekers and employers.  In
addition, there are other aspects of support
services that are problematic in measuring
performance.  For example, income support and
child care may reasonably continue for a
considerable period of time after employment.
State policies vary considerably as to the
eligibility requirements and the allowable time
period, and the policies change over time.  To
count support services as continued service
would lead to differences in follow-up periods.
There would also be difficulty in determining
which forms of support should count as a
workforce development service.  For example,
would food stamps count?  Would the Earned
Income Tax Credit count?

Minimum Threshold of Participation: Should
any degree of service count or should there be a
minimum threshold of participation?  While
programs want to "get credit" for every service
they provide, it is not reasonable for performance

IPI Performance Measures
Definitions and Discussion of Key Terms

This attachment presents definitions for some of the key terms in the performance measures—
participant, service, exit, credential, and certificate.  The attachment does not answer all questions
about definitions.  During implementation, states will need to do additional work to figure out some of
the operational details.
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measures to link results to very minimal degrees
of service.  Education programs often do not
count students who show up only on the first
day of class and are never seen again.  One
decision rule sometimes used for education
programs is to count only an individual who has
participated long enough for the institution to
retain the funding linked to that individual (i.e.,
tuition and fees, and state FTE support).  The
decision rule on the minimum degree of service
required before counting an individual as a
participant will vary somewhat from one
program to another.

Registration and Enrollment: The start and end
dates of participation for performance
measurement purposes may be different than the
dates for registration or enrollment.  Decoupling
performance measures from
registration/enrollment dates may reduce
attempts to maximize performance results by
simply manipulating the timing of
registration/enrollment.

Employer Service: For employers the definition
of service is different than that for individuals.
The two IPI measures of employer services
(repeat customers and market penetration) are
not limited to services for skill building or
connecting job seekers and employers.  One of
the primary services provided to employers, for
example, is labor market information. Employer
services include direct services such as customized
training.  Employer services also include indirect
services, the most important of which is when an
employer hires an individual prepared for
employment by one of the programs.  The intent,
for the purposes of the IPI measures, is to be as
inclusive as possible of program activities for
employers.

Exit from Participation

Definition: An exit is when an individual no
longer receives a service funded by the program
other than follow-up services and services that
would not count as participation in the first
place (e.g., informational only services).  Planned
gaps and brief gaps in service do not count as an
exit.  The exact operational definition will vary
somewhat among programs.

Discussion

The term "exit" is linked to participation in
services funded by the program. Continued
participation in other programs does not count if
it is not funded by the program.  It would be
problematic, for instance, to count an individual
as a participant when the individual was a
student at a community college, but was no
longer receiving a service funded by the original
program.  On the other hand, if a state is
measuring performance for the workforce
development system as a whole, then the
individual should not be counted as an exiter
from the system until the individual is no longer
receiving a service (that counts as participation)
funded by any program in the system.

Follow-up Services: What should constitute
follow-up services that do not count as
continued service for the measure's follow-up
period (in other words, when the post-program
quarter clock starts ticking)?  The Department of
Labor has suggested in their guidance on the
OMB common measures that follow-up services
for this purpose include staff contact with a
participant, employer, or school regarding
employment status, educational progress, or
need for additional services.  Beyond such
services, should services designed to help an
individual retain employment count as follow-
up services (e.g., counseling on proper
workplace behavior or substance abuse
treatment?)  If such services were considered to
be follow-up services, participants might be
exited after only a very long period of time, if
ever.  While the concept of never exiting makes
some sense from a service delivery perspective, it
is not practical for performance measurement.

Gaps in Service: How long should be the period
of no service before an individual is considered
to be an exiter?   The Department of Labor's
guidelines for WIA Title I specify a period of 90
calendar days.  Some states use a longer period
of time, up to one year, for determining exits
from community colleges, in order to exclude
temporary gaps such as a student's waiting until
there is room in a course.  This is another case
where the operational definition should vary
from one program to another.
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Credential and Certificate

Credential includes a certificate, degree,
diploma, licensure, or other industry-recognized
credential. The definition of certificate is
discussed below, as are other issues.  The
underlying concept is to count credentials that
have currency and portability with employers,
and that have value in the labor market.  The
intent is also to have a rigorous definition in
order to minimize measurement inconsistencies
among programs, states, and sub-state areas.

Certificate is defined as:

An award in recognition of an individual's
attainment of measurable technical, occupational,
or work readiness skills necessary to gain
employment or advance within an occupation.
These skills are based on standards developed or
endorsed by employers.  A certificate is awarded
in recognition of an individual's attainment of
these skills by:

•  A state educational agency, or a state agency
responsible for administering vocational and
technical education within a state.
•  An institution of higher education described
in Section 103 of the Higher Education Act that is
qualified to participate in Federal student
financial aid programs.
•  An institution of higher education licensed by
a state agency responsible for licensing private
institutions of higher education.
•  A professional, industry, or employer
organization using a valid and reliable
assessment of an individual's knowledge, skills,
and abilities.
•  A registered apprenticeship program.
•  A public regulatory agency, upon an
individual's fulfillment of educational, work
experience, or skill requirements that are legally
necessary for an individual to use an
occupational or professional title or to practice
and occupation or profession.
•  A program that has been approved by the
Department of Veterans Affairs to offer
education and training to veterans and other
eligible persons under provisions of the
Montgomery GI Bill.
•  Office of Job Corps.

Discussion

The above definitions of credential and
certificate are very similar to those offered by the
Department of Labor for purposes of the OMB
common measures.  They differ in two aspects
from what the Department has offered: unlike
the Department's definitions, the above
definitions include certificates from licensed
proprietary schools that are not accredited, and
the above definitions include industry-
recognized certificates of work readiness. 

Licensed Proprietary Schools that are Non-
Accredited: Proprietary schools may be licensed
by a state and still not satisfy the requirements
for accreditation (e.g., very small schools).  The
programs of such schools may be on a state's
eligible training provider list for WIA Title I.  We
recommend that certificates from licensed
schools should count as credentials for
performance measurement.

Work Readiness Certificates: At the present
time, there is a multi-state initiative to develop a
credential recognizing the achievement of basic
work readiness skills and abilities.  The business
community is heavily involved in its
development. This would seem to meet the
criterion of industry-recognized.  Another
example of certification of work readiness is
WorkKeys.  Our definition includes work
readiness certificates that are industry-
recognized.

Industry Recognition:  What types of industry
organizations should signify industry
recognition?  Would they have to be national
organizations?  Ideally, there would be a
national industry organization with broad
membership reflecting employers in the industry
with well-established standards, valid and
reliable assessments as to whether or not an
individual meets the standards, and a credential
recognizing this achievement.  Such a credential
would have national portability.  In cases where
no such credential exits, it is difficult to define
exactly what criteria should suffice.  For
example, should the industry organization have
to be at least statewide?  In the case of a
credential developed by a single company, how
exactly would it be determined that the
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credential was widely enough accepted in the
industry to meet the criterion of industry-
recognized?  States should have the
responsibility for specifying which credentials
count.  It should be noted that states that have
not established sufficiently rigorous criteria have
reported an explosion in self-proclaimed
industry-recognized credentials.

Short-term or Modular Training: Community
colleges and other training providers have
increasingly responded to the demand for life-
long learning by developing short-term and
modular training programs that enable
individuals to go in and out of training
throughout their lives.  At the end of each spell
of training, sometimes referred to as "exit
points," students are not necessarily awarded
something that resembles a traditional credential.
This issue also arises in the context of
customized training for incumbent workers.
Should the successful completion of short-term
or modular training count toward credential
completion?  While it seems reasonable to
capture such attainment, developing criteria that
are sufficiently rigorous to support consistent
measure among programs or states is a
challenge.  We leave this to states and
institutions of higher education to develop
rigorous criteria for certificates for the successful
completion of short-term training.

Basic Skills: Basic skill attainment that is not
recognized by the awarding of a credential that
satisfies the definitions presented here should
not count for the IPI performance measure of
credential completion. The current performance
measures for Adult Education and Family
Literacy recognize improvements in participant
"functional levels".  Such improvements are not
generally recognized, however, by the awarding
of a certificate. Adult basic education students
included in the IPI system of performance
measures are only those students enrolled for a
work-related reason.  Students enrolled solely for
a family-related or self-enrichment reason are
not included in the workforce development
system.  As is the case with any of the programs,
Adult Education and Family Literacy may want
an additional measure or measures to
accommodate its programmatic goals.  
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Shared Information Systems 10

Introduction

A major barrier to integrated performance
information is the absence in most states of a
system for sharing or integrating information for
workforce development.  Participant information
remains scattered about in various program level
Management Information Systems (MISs), and
there is no method for integrating the
information systematically from the multiple
MISs to support performance measurement and
reporting.

Efforts to create an integrated workforce
development database can follow one of two
major paths.  The first, and more ambitious and
expensive approach, is to replace existing MISs
with a new system designed to meet the
operational and performance analysis and
reporting needs of workforce development
programs within a state.  Developing such a
system would be a massive and expensive
undertaking and would require workforce
agencies to abandon their legacy data systems
and embrace the new, shared system.  None of
the six states has followed this path. The second
approach is to develop a "data warehouse" that is
created on top of existing MISs.  This approach
does not replace existing MISs that are still
necessary for program management. The
warehouse is a longer term repository where
data are cleaned and matched in order to analyze
and report performance outcomes.

A data warehouse has four features that
distinguish it from an operational MIS.  First, a
data warehouse is oriented around subjects.
While an operational system is designed around
functional activities (inputting applications,
training activities, fiscal information, etc.), a data
warehouse is organized around major subjects
(customers, Workforce Investment Boards,
providers, etc.).  This subject orientation presents
the data in a much easier-to-understand format
and facilitates analysis of data for strategic
planning.

The second feature of a data warehouse is that
data are integrated.  Integration of data within a
warehouse is accomplished by making the data
collected from various sources consistent in
format, naming, and other aspects.  For example,
programs' MISs may represent "male" and
"female" differently by using coding schemes
such as "m" and "f," by "1" and "2," or by "b" and
"g."  Often, the inconsistencies are more complex
and subtle.  In a data warehouse, such
differences are resolved so that the information
is always maintained in a consistent fashion.

A data warehouse maintains comprehensive
data, both historical and recent.  An operational
database, on the other hand, maintains the most
current, up-to-date data.  A data warehouse
contains data that are generally loaded from the
operational databases on a periodic basis, and
maintained for a period of three to ten years.
This is a major difference between the two types
of information systems and of extreme
importance to decision makers, who want to
understand trends and relationships between
data.

A final characteristic of a data warehouse is that
the information is accurate in reference to a
given point in time.  A warehouse continually
absorbs new data and integrates them with
previous data.  Once the data are loaded into the
data warehouse, they remain unchanged as
much as possible, although changes can be
made, for example, to accommodate new
definitions or business rules.

It should be clear that a data warehouse and an
operational system are orientated toward
different purposes.  If the desire is to develop a
resource so that caseworkers and frontline staff
can examine the current status of customers
across various programs, then a multiple
program MIS should be developed.  If the desire,
however, is to create an executive level
performance information system designed to
examine historical trends and support strategic
planning, a data warehouse is the more
appropriate choice.  A state can also connect a
data warehouse to more current outside data,

10 This section of the Blueprint borrows heavily from the paper, "Developing a Data Warehouse for Workforce Programs," by John Baj,
The Center for Governmental Studies, Northern Illinois University, March 2004.  See also, Pfeiffer, "Student Follow-up Using State and
Federal Administrative Records: Lessons from Florida's Education and Training Placement Information Program (FETPIP)," 2004.
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through Operational Data Stores, allowing
analysts, for example, to compare recent
performance with historical data.  While a data
warehouse can be designed primarily to provide
policy level information, it can also be a rich
source of data for program managers.
This section of the Blueprint discusses the key
issues and decisions faced in the establishment of
a data warehouse for workforce development
programs.  Many of the issues are interrelated,
and some decisions restrict the range of options
that are available for subsequent decisions.  For
example, decisions about the assignment of
administrative responsibilities can affect funding
options.  It is important to think about such
interrelationships and downstream consequences
when considering various options.

Most of the space in this section is devoted to
non-technical issues.  These are generally the
most difficult ones, since technology has
improved to the point that states generally have
staff or contractors available who can readily
handle the technical issues.

I.  Authorization and Governance

Perhaps the most important decisions concern
authorization and governance.  If system level
data collection and reporting is to become an
ongoing activity in a state, it should be formally
authorized to undertake these activities.
Authorization invests the data warehouse with
the legal authority to conduct its operations.

The authorizing, or charter document may take
one of three basic forms: legislation, executive
order, or a binding agreement among
participating agencies.  A state may also use a
combination of these approaches.

In Texas, legislation mandated the creation of the
Automated Student and Adult Learner Follow-
Up System.  The legislation states, "The follow-up
and evaluation system shall be used to assist the
council, local workforce development boards,
institution boards, the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board, the Central Education
Agency, and other agencies in evaluating the
labor market success and effectiveness of
workforce development in this state."  The
legislation goes on to say, "Each state agency

represented on the council shall provide information
to support the Council's follow-up and evaluation
system as requested."(Senate Bill 642, 1993)

In Washington, legislation directed the Workforce
Board to set standards for data collection and
maintenance and to develop a database with
records on enrollments, program activities, and
job placements.  The Workforce Board subsequently
joined with the Employment Security Department,
the State Board for Community and Technical
Colleges, and the Office of Superintendent of
Public Instruction to adopt an interagency
agreement establishing an interagency
consortium to authorize data linking for the
purpose of measuring participant outcomes
(Appendix B).  This duel approach of general
legislative authority and interagency agreement
offers legitimacy and agency buy-in, plus the
flexibility to make changes over time without the
need to return to the legislative process.

II.  Purpose of the Data Warehouse

It is very important for the purpose of the data
warehouse to be clearly stated in the authorizing
document.  Typically, the statement of purpose is
a broad declaration that is further refined by the
governing authority. It should convey the
primary mission of the warehouse and help the
governing authority define priorities.  The
statement can be crafted to define the operational
boundaries of the data warehouse.  For example,
the authorization can address the question of
whether the data warehouse will be confined to
systemwide reporting or whether it will also be
responsible for sub-state or program level
reporting.  In Washington, the purpose statement
includes, "Manage a cost-effective process of
compiling program outcomes data for use in
program improvement activities at the local and
state level, and for use in evaluations thereof, as
needed for reporting to the legislature, agency
management, and to consumers."

III.  Leadership and Oversight

The charter document for the data warehouse
should identify the entity that will be responsible
for leadership and oversight. These responsibilities
include defining and establishing the policies
regulating the use, access, and reporting of
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information.  In addition, the governing
authority will be responsible for making sure the
data warehouse is fulfilling its mission in a
timely and cost effective manner.

Governance for the data warehouse can be
vested in any of a number of entities.  The four
major options are the state's Workforce
Investment Board, a single state agency, an
interagency committee or council, and the
Governor's office.

A state Workforce Investment Board has
coordinating and evaluation responsibilities and
representation across programs; these
features make it a reasonable entity to serve
as the governing body for the data
warehouse.  On the other hand, the
governing authority for the data warehouse
will be responsible for regulating uses of and
access to the database and these may be roles
more operational than some state Workforce
Investment Boards are used to performing.

A second option is a single state agency.
While this option may be attractive due to its
simplicity, it raises a host of questions.  It places
one agency in an advantaged position in
determining the data collection and reporting
procedures affecting other agencies, and access
to other agencies' data.  Investing leadership and
oversight responsibilities of the data warehouse
in a single agency may undermine the
development of a "systems" orientation since the
remaining agencies would have a secondary role
in decision-making.

The third major option is to have the data
warehouse governed by an interagency entity,
whether a council, consortium, or committee.
The interagency entity could include
representation from each of the agencies
contributing participant records to the
warehouse, and also agencies contributing
outcome data, such as employment wage records
and public assistance data.  The major advantage
of this approach is that each agency maintains a
greater degree of control over the use of its own
data than with the other options.  A major
disadvantage is that an interagency entity will
have the normal challenges of a participatory
process that tend to slow down decision-making.

A fourth option is to place the data warehouse
under the direct authority of the office of the
governor.  This alternative will give the office of
the governor greater control and access to
information on the state's workforce
development efforts.  It may, however, result in
instability in the system as administrations and
staff change over time.  Furthermore, the
agencies participating in the data warehouse are
likely to include agencies that are not under the
governor's direct control.  Agencies that are
under the control of an independent board or a
separately elected state official may object to this
organizational structure.

IV.  Funding

While the charter document does not necessarily
have to specify how the data warehouse will be
funded, it is useful to clarify this from the start.
This brings up the question, "How much will it
cost?"  The answer depends on functions
assigned to it.  Assuming the most limited role of
providing annual or biennial systemwide reports
on performance, a best guess estimate is
sufficient funds to support three positions plus
computer time and equipment, and normal
indirect expenses.  The four basic options for
funding are: federal funds, state general funds,
agency contributions, and user fees.  Again,
states can combine these options.

Developing and maintaining a data warehouse
for the purpose of strategic planning, program
improvement, and performance reporting is a
permissible use of several pots of federal funds.
For example, WIA Title-I state activities (10
percent) funds may be used.  Earmarked state
general funds have the advantages and
disadvantages of stimulating greater legislative

What entity will be assigned the leadership and
oversight responsibilities for the data warehouse?

State Workforce Investment Board

Single State Agency

Interagency entity 

Governor's Office

Combination of above
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interest.  Legislators can become champions of
the warehouse, or attempt to micromanage it in
unproductive ways. Participating agencies can
contribute to a data warehouse operating fund.
Funding from multiple agencies may, depending
on the state, produce a more stable funding base
than a line item in the state budget.  If
participating agencies fund the data warehouse,
there must be some criteria for determining the
size of each agency's contribution.  A possible
criterion is the number of participant records
included in the system.  A potential drawback of
this approach is that the agencies contributing
more may feel they should have more influence
over the data warehouse.  A final source is user
fees for the production of ad hoc reports.

V.  Management and Operation

The entity managing the data warehouse may be
the same as the one assigned the leadership and
oversight responsibility, but the two may also be
different.  The major options here include: the
state Workforce Investment Board, another state
agency, a quasi-governmental agency, or a third
party contractor.

One advantage of having the state Workforce
Investment Board manage the warehouse is that
it would give the state board direct access to the
information.  Also, by managing the warehouse
the state board would gain a greater appreciation
of the limits of the data and of the data
differences among the programs.  A major
drawback currently is that few state boards are
staffed to do this work.  In addition, the activity
may distract the state board's attention away
from broad policy issues and toward the more
technical concerns of data collection and
maintenance.

There are likely to be several agencies in a state
with the capacity and experience to manage a
data warehouse.  Assigning warehouse
management to one of these agencies would
likely reduce the time and costs of implementing
the system.  There are, however, potential
drawbacks.  It places data from one agency
under the physical control of another, which
may be unsettling and in some cases, prohibited
by law.  There is also the potential problem of
setting work priorities if staff are asked to do
assignments for the host agency and other
agencies at the same time.

Data warehouse management and operation can
also be assigned to a quasi-governmental agency
or to a third party contractor, such as a
university or private business.  Both of these
options remove the management responsibilities
from the contributing agencies and place them in
an independent entity.  Under these options,
data security and access would have to be rigidly
controlled through a contractual agreement.
These issues must be resolved prior to the
transmittal of data, which can delay the initial
startup.

In Washington, the consortium of agencies
overseeing data matching has contracted at
different times with a private business and a
state agency (State Board for Community and
Technical Colleges).  In Florida, a separate unit
of the Department of Education manages the
warehouse.  In Oregon, the matching is
conducted by the employment security agency.
In Texas, the process is managed by the Career
Development Resources Division of the Texas
Workforce Commission, formerly the State
Occupational Information Coordinating
Committee.

Funding Options

Federal Funds

State General Funds

Multiple Agency Contributions

User Fees

Combination of above

What entity will manage and operate the
data warehouse?

State Workforce Investment Board

Single State Agency

Quasi-governmental Agency

Third Party Contractor
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VI.  Participating Agencies/Programs  

The charter document for the data warehouse
should specify the initial participating agencies
and programs and the process for adding or
subtracting members.  States may consider
whether programs other than workforce
development programs should be included.
Examples include four-year colleges and
universities, workers' compensation, and public
assistance programs.  Such programs may be
interested in the same types of data links as are
workforce development programs. There should
be some means by which programs can enter or
leave the system as meets their needs.  This
flexibility is obviously more complicated if the
participating agencies are specified by statute
only.  In Washington, the initial participating
agencies were signified by the agencies signing
the agreement.  The agreement stipulates that
additional state agencies may join, but only if
agreed to unanimously by the current members.
Any agency may withdraw from the agreement
at any time.

VII.  Scope of Data Links

States have discretion as to the scope of outcome
data with which to link participant records.  In
order to implement the IPI performance
measures there must be links with
unemployment insurance wage records and
other personnel records; public assistance
records for TANF, Food Stamps, and Medicaid;
and student records from two and four-year
colleges and universities.  (Out-of-state sources
for these data are discussed on pp. 14-15.)  States
may choose to start slowly.  At a minimum,
unemployment insurance wage records should
be included.  States may also go further than
required for the IPI measures, as Florida has, and
link with other sources of outcome data
including the state's of corrections agency.

VIII.  Data Sharing Agreements 

There must be formal data sharing agreements
with the agencies supplying participant or
outcome data. The agreements may be addressed
in the authorizing documents.  Either the
governing or administrative entity could

maintain the agreements. There could be
separate agreements with each of the agencies or
there could be an "umbrella" agreement covering
data warehouse operations.  The former
approach might be time consuming and result in
a set of agreements with somewhat different use
and access restrictions.  An "umbrella"
agreement signed by all agencies could be more
efficient to operate under, but might be more
difficult to establish if the agencies have widely
different confidentiality concerns.

Data sharing agreements indicate when an
agency's data may be shared with another
agency.  The agreement could, for example,
specify that such matching may occur for
aggregate statistical analysis but not in cases
where an individual's identify could be revealed.
Agencies may want the agreement to establish a
process for informing each agency when its data
is used and by whom.

IX.  "Ownership" of the Merged Database

One of the crucial questions is who "owns" the
merged database in the data warehouse.  This
issue underlies many of the decisions regarding
outside access and use of the information.  The
merged database could be considered a
consolidation of the agency databases with
ownership of the component elements remaining
with the contributing agency.  In Florida, data
ownership remains with the agency collecting
the data.  The data is "loaned" to FETPIP in order
to create follow-up data from linking records.

The alternative approach is to view the merged
database as something more than the sum of its
component parts.  Under this perspective,
ownership would reside with the governing
entity and that entity could make independent
decisions regarding the access and use of the
information.

X.  Data Access

Who will have direct access to the warehouse
database and what types of access will be
allowed?  Some participating agencies are likely
to want direct access in order to perform their
own research and analyses.  An advantage of
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allowing such access is
that it would enhance
the value of the
database to the
individual agencies.
Before this access can
be given, however,
appropriate data
sharing agreements must be forged and
procedures must be developed to protect the
confidentiality of the information.

Assuming that the data sharing and
confidentiality issues can be resolved, the next
question is what type of access will be given.
One option is to allow full access to the entire
database.  This would enable an agency, if it
wanted to, to compare the performance of its
programs with those of other agencies.  A second
option is to limit agency access to information on
its participants supplemented with outcome data
from other agencies.

There is also the question of whether the data
should be made available to external entities.
The answer will depend in part on a state's
public disclosure statutes.  The information
stored in the merged database may be
considered disclosable public information.
Given this, there should be some consideration
of developing a public use database.  In a public
use database, information that can be used to
identify specific individuals is suppressed or
purged from the database.   Obviously, this
implies that participant social security numbers
are either excluded from the database or
encrypted.  It might also be necessary to
suppress or group geographic/program
identifiers that have small numbers to further
safeguard the identify of program participants.

XI.  Confidentiality

Confidentiality is an issue that can sink efforts to
create or maintain a data warehouse.
Recognizing this, Washington State placed the
following purpose first in the charter document:
"Provide leadership in protecting the privacy
and rights of individuals and entities (including
firms) whose data records are linked for the
purposes of program improvement and

evaluation, and to
insure the
confidential
treatment of that
information."
This language has
been in place
since 1998, and

there have no incidences of inappropriate release
of the information.

There should be specific policies and procedures
to protect the confidentiality of individual
information; for example, the encryption of
social security numbers and the storage of data
in a secured location.  If the data warehouse
prepares extracts for use by external parties such
as academic researchers, researchers should be
required to take steps to protect the
confidentiality of the information.

In the Florida FETPIP system, the data file used
for matching contains only social security
numbers.  Files that contain demographic or
program data are retained in a secure
environment so that those who obtain the social
security numbers cannot connect the numbers
with individuals.  The files with individually
identifiable data are kept under lock and key
when they are not in use.  Files stored in
mainframe computers or personal computer
hard drives are subject to stringent security and
are accessible only to authorized personnel using
secure passwords.  The FETPIP system avoids
reporting data in individually identifiable form
or in groupings where individual identifies
could be derived.  The data is for aggregate
reporting and statistical analysis.  It is not used
to make decisions about individuals, such as
benefit eligibility.  Were it do so, a whole new set
of legal restrictions would kick in restricting the
availability of the source data.

The informed consent of participants may be
required for their data to be included in the
merged database.  The Oregon Attorney General
has concluded that the Shared Information
System requires the informed consent of
program participants.  As a result, Oregon asks
all workforce development participants to sign
an informed consent agreement giving the State

Data Access

Will agencies have access to the warehouse database?

What type of access should be allowed?

Will external entities have access to the database?
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permission to use the data for research and
program evaluation purposes.  Other states, such
as Texas, feel that this procedure is unnecessary
as long as the data is released only in aggregate
form.  They maintain that this aggregation
process is sufficient to ensure the confidentiality
of the information.

XII.  Information Reporting

What types of reports will be produced through
the data warehouse?  An expected use is reports
on the system-wide performance of workforce
development programs.   These system reports
could simply describe the performance of the
system or be analytical reports that relate
performance to policy, service strategy, or
demographic factors.   The data warehouse could
also produce reports that show the performance
of individual programs.  If the reports enable
readers to make comparisons among programs,
comparisons will need to be conducted in a
manner that is agreeable to the participating
programs.  This is a very sensitive issue that, if
handled poorly, could lead programs to
withdraw from the data warehouse.

The data warehouse may also be charged with
producing ad hoc reports on specific research
topics.  These reports could be of a technical
nature, such as a report on the incidence of
missing or invalid data elements, or they could
focus on substantive issues, such as a report on
participation and outcomes for a population
subgroup.

If ad hoc reporting is a role for the data
warehouse, a number of questions must be
addressed.  First and foremost, what guidelines
will there be for assessing information requests?
What discretion will the administrative entity
have to identify and explore issues with the
database?  Will such discretion be limited to
technical issues or will it be permitted to explore
policy issues?  Will the data warehouse respond
to information requests from parties other than
the participating agencies, the governor's office
and the legislature?  Will university-based
researchers be permitted access to the database?
Will staff generate reports requested by such
researchers?

Questions a Data WarehouseQuestions a Data Warehouse
can answer:can answer:

•  What kinds of jobs are program•  What kinds of jobs are program
participants getting?participants getting?

•  What industries are employing them?•  What industries are employing them?
•  How much are they earning?•  How much are they earning?
•  Are they staying on the job?•  Are they staying on the job?

For example: To what extent do individuals
who obtain employment in hospitality or
retail sales achieve wage progression over
time?

•  What strategies, combinations of•  What strategies, combinations of
strategies, and approaches yieldstrategies, and approaches yield
the best results for employment?the best results for employment?
......for reducing social-welfare payments?for reducing social-welfare payments?
... for reducing incarceration?... for reducing incarceration?

For example:  Do postsecondary career and
technical education students have better
results if they first complete career and
technical education in high school?

•  How do gender, race, prior education•  How do gender, race, prior education
or employment, or disabilities affector employment, or disabilities affect
results? results? 

For example:  Does the effectiveness of job
search assistance or training depend on
previous employment?

• What is the difference in results for• What is the difference in results for
program participants who complete program participants who complete 
and those who do not?and those who do not?

For example:  Does obtaining a certificate
or diploma matter?

• Are there geographic differences• Are there geographic differences
in what works and what doesn't? in what works and what doesn't? 

For example:  Do some areas have more
success in serving people with disabilities
and might be offered as examples to
others?
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If ad hoc requests are going to be accepted, there
needs to be a process to evaluate and approve
the requests.  The following questions will need
to be considered:  (1) What will be the process
for submitting requests?  (2) What is the
obligation to respond to such requests?  (3) What
will be the composition
of the review committee,
if any?  (4) How often
will the committee meet
to review requests?  (5)
What criteria will be
used to evaluate
requests?  (6) How will
priorities be set in cases
where multiple requests
pass the approval process?  (7) How will ad hoc
analyses and reports be funded?  (8) Should such
reports be considered a service offered by the
data warehouse and accounted for in its annual
budget or should they be paid for by the entity
requesting the report?

XIII.  Editorial/Review Policies

There should be some sort of interagency process
for reviewing reports that cover more than one
program or agency before they are released.
Standing policies could be developed that

outline permissible content and format as well as
technical features such as the method of
documentation, and protections for individual
confidentiality.  Interagency reviews should
include both technical and policy issues.

XIV.  System Modifications

As the system matures and workforce
development programs change over time, there
will be a need to update and modify the data
warehouse.  System enhancements can fall into
one of two categories: the modification and
improvement of current activities, and
expanding the capacity of the system.  It is
important for the system to be sufficiently
flexible to accommodate change.

Reporting Issues

What type of System Level Reporting (descriptive versus analytical)?

Will the data warehouse produce individual program reports?

Will the data warehouse produce ad hoc reports?

What entities can request ad hoc reports and what will be the approval process?

What will be the guidelines for assessing and prioritizing requests?

How will these reports be funded?

Editorial/Review Policies

What will be the editorial policy for reports?

How will the content of the report(s) be determined?

What review procedures will be used?

What reporting restrictions will be imposed (small N, geography, unit of analysis)?

System Modifications

What will be the procedures for updating the data warehouse?

How will system enhancements be initiated? 

What procedures will there be for modifying measures and operations?
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XV.  Managing Information Flows

Effectively managing information flows is the
key to producing timely information and reports.
One of the first questions is how often the data
should be transmitted to the warehouse.  This, in
turn, depends on how often reports will be
required of the system and how often "new" data
will be available.  For some programs this will be
quarterly, for others, annually.  Florida's FETPIP
system produces comprehensive data matching
on an annual basis, but conducts a subset of
matches quarterly.

Data warehouses are dependent on agencies'
submitting data in a timely manner. Given the
many internal demands that are placed on
agency MIS units, it may be tempting for them to
postpone producing the data warehouse extract.
To combat this tendency, it may be necessary to
implement a system of incentives or sanctions
that can be used to promote the timely submittal
of the data files.

There is also the question of how to share the
data processing burden.  By adopting a pure
"data warehouse" approach, agencies would
submit data to the warehouse in the form that it
is stored on their MIS systems.  It would be the
data warehouse's role to resolve the differences
in coding and formats to produce the merged
database.  Advocates of this approach argue that
it minimizes the burden on data processing staff
and provides greater flexibility in the
construction of measures.  This is the approach
used by Florida's FETPIP system: while there are
several common data elements among the
participating organizations, FETPIP imposes no
standard definitions or submission formats.

The alternative approach is to have the agencies
do more of the data processing burden.  The
entity administering the data warehouse would
define a common coding scheme and request the
data in a predefined format.   The agencies
would be responsible for submitting data
meeting these parameters.  Proponents of this
approach argue that agencies have a greater
familiarity with their data and are, therefore,
better equipped to perform the necessary
manipulations.

There must be procedures for participating
agencies to inform the data warehouse of
relevant changes in their MIS since, overtime,
each of them will change its format and coding.
The data warehouse's computer programs must
be prepared to handle these changes.  If the
agencies do not communicate the changes in
advance, the warehouse will not be able to
process their data and reporting will be delayed.

There are several alternative approaches for
establishing this line of communication.  For
example, it could be left to the agencies to notify
the warehouse of MIS modification on an ad hoc
basis.  The problem with this approach is that
the agencies may not remember to notify the
data warehouse due to their intense involvement
with their own activities.  A second option is for
the data warehouse to survey the participating
agencies a few months prior to the deadline for
the submission of data files.  If an agency
indicates there have been some changes to their
system, the data warehouse could mount a more
detailed inquiry to determine if and how those
changes will affect warehouse operations.
Finally, agencies could include warehouse staff
on agency MIS redesign teams, and data
warehouse staff could learn about MIS changes
as part of being team members.

Managing Information Flows

How often should data be transmitted to the system?

What mechanisms will there be to insure that data is submitted on time?

How should the processing burden be distributed between the data warehouse and participating agencies?

How will changes in agency MISs be communicated to the data warehouse?
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XVI.  Data Documentation

The information contained in the merged
database will originate from various sources.
While it is clear that the data warehouse should
document the data elements that reside in its
database, the level of documentation is less clear.
For example, is it sufficient to list the source for
each data element and document the
manipulations the warehouse performed, or is it
necessary to document the procedures used by
each agency to extract data from its databases?

Arguments can be made for both approaches.  It
may be useful to maintain the documentation on
data extraction with both the data warehouse
and the source agency in order to prevent
disruptions caused by a change in staff and a
loss of documentation at one place or the other.
On the other hand, agencies may be
uncomfortable with providing such
documentation for fear it may jeopardize the
security of their internal systems.

XVII.  Quality Assurance

The value of the data warehouse is dependent on
the accuracy of the data.   It is important that the
administrative entity implement quality
assurance practices to continually monitor,
evaluate, and improve the quality of the
database.

To what degree should the data warehouse
evaluate the quality of the data supplied by the
agencies?  Clearly the data warehouse should
perform some edit checks, such as procedures to
guarantee valid birth dates.  For example, the
first step in Florida's FETPIP system of

processing data is to screen social security
numbers to assure that each one meets
assignment parameters used by the Social
Security Administration and that each number
has in fact been assigned.

It is optional whether the warehouse should be
responsible for further assessments of data
quality.  Should the data warehouse be
responsible for the physical "cleaning" of the
data or will that be the responsibility of the
agencies?  For example, suppose a problem is
found with the data.  One alternative would be
to have the error noted and corrected in only the
warehouse database.  Another option would be
for the source agency to correct the problem and
resubmit a second data file.  While the latter
approach may be viewed as the preferred course
of action, it may delay the process.

A third issue is whether there should be a formal
process through which questions regarding data
quality can be raised by the data warehouse and
addressed by the agencies.  A formal approach
could include the development of a "problem
tracking sheet" used to report the problem and,
eventually, document the solution.  Although
this approach may delay the resolution of data
quality issues, it would more fully document the
development of the database.

Finally, there is the issue of developing data
quality standards.  For example, some agencies'
databases contain data collected through
surveys.  Should the surveys have to meet
minimal standards for survey methodology in
order for the data to be included in the merged
database?

Quality Assurance

Should the data warehouse evaluate the quality of agency data or will that be an agency responsibility?

What efforts should be made by the data warehouse to "clean" the data or is that an agency responsibility?

What edit checks will be instituted?

How will the agencies respond to data quality questions raised by the data warehouse?

What degree of influence will the data warehouse have over the data collection activities of member
agencies that impact data quality?
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XVIII.  Data Transmittal, Storage and
Archiving

The data warehouse may permit agencies to
submit data using any format or media they
wish in order to minimize the burden on data
processing staff.   While most of the data is likely
to arrive as raw ASCII files, some agencies may
choose to submit their files as spreadsheet,
ORACLE, or other databases.  In addition, a
wide range of transfer media could be used by
the agencies including tape cartridges, floppy
disks and through the Internet. If this "no holds
barred" approach is adopted, the data warehouse
will need to secure the necessary hardware and
software to accommodate these different formats
and transfer media.  In Florida, the FETPIP
system receives data through all media imaginable.

Data warehouse operations and documentation
efforts would be simplified if the agencies were
required to submit data in the same type of
structure and format.  For example, the agencies
could be required to submit their data in a fixed
field ASCII file that can be read by virtually all
software packages.  This would eliminate the
need to purchase the translation software and to
document the data translation process.  On the
other hand, requiring agencies to produce the
data into a specific format could substantially
increase their data processing costs, increase the
burden on data processing staff, and reduce
enthusiasm for the data warehouse among
technical staff.

There must also be a decision on how to
structure the merged database.  The three major
options are a flat, hierarchical, or relational
database.  Each of these alternatives has its
advantages and disadvantages.  For example, flat
files, which are the simplest type of database, are

the easiest to use with standard statistical
software packages such as SAS.  This makes ad-
hoc reporting fairly easy for even the novice
user.  However, flat files waste storage and are
difficult to update when there are additions or
changes to data elements.  Relational databases,
which are the most sophisticated type of
database, are very efficient in terms of storage
and can easily accommodate changes to the data
structure.  Ad hoc reporting, however, requires a
higher level of user knowledge and expertise.

Data archiving procedures will also have to be
established for the merged database.  Each year,
the data warehouse will add an additional year
of participant and outcome information to its
holdings.  While the information from previous
years may be used on occasion to conduct trend
analyses, it is unlikely that this information will
be accessed often enough to justify online
storage and maintenance costs.  As a result, some
archiving of the information will probably make
sense.

Archiving raises a number of questions.  When
should the data for a given year be archived?
The typical rule of thumb is that the three most
recent years of data should be maintained "on-
line."  It may be desirable, however, to maintain
a longer time series if there is a keen interest in
performing periodic follow-ups on, for example,
the labor market experience of past cohorts of
participants.  There will also have to be a
decision on how long the data will be kept in the
archive.  Will the data be archived for a specific
period of time and then destroyed or will it be
maintained indefinitely?  Should the data be
archived at the data warehouse or at the
individual agencies?  If the information is
archived at the data warehouse, it will be readily
accessible as needed to perform analyses of long-

Data Transmittal Storage, and Archiving Procedures

In what format should the data be transmitted?

In what database structure should the data be stored?

How long should the data be archived?

Should the data be archived at the data warehouse or at the individual agencies?
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term trends.  Agencies, however, out of a sense
of ownership, may feel more comfortable
archiving their own data.

XIX.  The Sequence for Addressing Issues

While all of these issues are important to the
establishment of a data warehouse, two of the
issues need to be addressed early in the process.
These are:  (1) whether there is the need to have
program participants sign informed consent
agreements, and (2) the ownership of the merged
database.  If the data warehouse is established
without informed consent agreements and it is
later determined that such agreements are
required to share participant data, the merged
database will have to be destroyed.  Further data
collection will have to be postponed until
informed consent agreements can be drafted,
distributed to the field, and signed by program
participants.  It is also important to quickly
resolve the issue of the "ownership" of the
merged database.  The question of ownership
has important implications for the decisions
regarding the access and use of the information.
The sooner the issue of ownership is resolved,
the sooner planning can move to these other
issues.
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Conclusion

This Blueprint has discussed the key steps in
creating integrated performance information for
state level policy makers.  Having reviewed the
Blueprint, states may be considering how to
proceed given federal initiatives in this area,
including OMB's common measures, DOL's
EMILE System, and the pending reauthorization
of WIA, Perkins, and other federal acts related to
workforce development.

States may choose to proceed in a number of
different ways.  The development of a shared
information system is something that should be
useful no matter what the outcomes of the
federal initiatives are.  Electronically linking
records from multiple programs with files
containing outcome data will facilitate the
implementation of common measures and
reporting the performance information likely to
be required by the reauthorized acts, as well as
useful in meeting state-identified needs.

If states find some or all of the performance
measures recommended here to be useful, they
can implement them as additional measures to
those necessary to satisfy federal requirements.
Experience has shown, moreover, that federal
performance measurement requirements evolve
over time.  If states find the IPI measures useful,
they may appear in future generations of federal
acts and guidelines.  Federal performance
requirements have a powerful effect on program
implementation and results; if states find the IPI
measures to be useful, it would be very helpful if
future federal requirements were aligned with
them.

Finally, no matter the specific course of events in
Congress or the federal agencies, the basic issues
of building the capacity for and a culture of
shared accountability are challenges that remain
with states.   The state teams believe the
experiences and lessons shared here will help
workforce development leaders as they continue
to face these challenges.
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Patricia Askins, Department of Education
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Texas

Jeff Brown, Texas Workforce Investment Council
Debbie Carlson, Texas Workforce Commission
Betty Drake, Gulf Coast Workforce Board
*Cheryl Fuller, Texas Workforce Investment

Council
Richard Funk, Texas Workforce Investment

Council
Ruben Garcia, Texas Workforce Commission
David Gill, Community & Technical Colleges
Adam Leonard, Texas Workforce Commission
Rebecca Patterson, Texas Education Agency
Lee Rector, Texas Workforce Investment Council
*Mike Temple, The WorkSource-Gulf Coast

Workforce Board

Washington

Patrick Baldoz, Tri-County Workforce
Development Council

Deanna Bures, Employment Security Department
Deb Came, Office of Financial Management
Jim Crabbe, State Board for Community and

Technical Colleges
Kathy DiJulio, Employment Security Department
Brian Kanes, Office of Adult Literacy and Basic

Skills
Alex Kosmides, Northwest Workforce

Development Council
Israel Mendoza, Office of Adult Literacy and

Basic Skills
Debora Merle, Governor's Executive Policy Office
Dave Pavelchek, Washington State University
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Jennifer Thornton, State Board for Community
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*Bryan Wilson, Workforce Training and

Education Coordinating Board
Carl Wolfhagen, Workforce Training and
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Peggy Zimmerman, Employment Security

Department

State Teams at IPI Institutes

Illinois

Bashir Ali, City of Peoria Workforce Development
Department

Rebecca Harmon, Workforce Enterprise Services
Linda Kaiser, Chicago Workforce Board
Craig Missel, Department. of Human Services
Elayne Weathersby, Department of Rehabilitation

Services

Louisiana

Gloria Angus-Bolds, Department of Labor
David Bowman, Governor's Office of the

Workforce Commission
Debi Faucette, Department of Education
Bobby Franklin, Department of Education
Stella Goodbee, Department of Labor
Kimberly Kirkpatrick, Board of Regents
Alison Neustrom, Department of Social Services
Karin Pettit, Community & Technical
College System
James Wallace, Rehabilitation Services

Massachusetts

Sylvia Beville, Metro South/West Regional
Employment Board

Carla Erb, Division of Career Services
Jennifer James, Department of Workforce

Development
Jonathan Keller, Board of Higher Education
David McCauley, Board of Higher Education
Andrea Perrault, Department of Education
Peter Torkildsen, Massachusetts Workforce

Investment Board
Johan Uvin, Commonwealth Corporation
Gene White, Commonwealth Corporation

Minnesota

LaDonna Boyd, Workforce Investment Board
Mark Jacobs, Dakota County Workforce Services
Libby Starling, Department of Employment and

Economic Development
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Missouri

Tom Jakopchek, Family Support Division
Mehdi Nazeri, Division of Workforce

Development
Tom Robbins, Department of Education
Michael Waltman, Division of Workforce

Development
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Gary Altman, Department of Labor
Mary Ann Connors, Middlesex County College
Michael Klavon, Department of Education
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Rebecca Cort, Education Department
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Margaret Moree, Department of Labor
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Virginia

Joseph Ashley, Department of Rehabilitative
Services

Elizabeth Creamer, Virginia Community College
System

Brian Davis, Employment Commission
Katherine DeRosear, Office of the Governor
Mark Golden, Department of Social Services
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David Griffin, Department of Workforce Services

Thomas Martin, Department of Education
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Abbey Frank, Center for Law and Social Policy
Bridget Garra, National Retail Federation

Foundation
Chrisanne Gayl , The Workforce Alliance
Josie Hathway, U.S. Conference of Mayors
Gary Hoachlander, MPR Associates
Shannon Holmes, U.S. Conference of Mayors
Robert Ivry, Manpower Research Development

Corporation
Louis Jacobson, Westat
Ann Lenski, Consultant
Rita Martin, Council of State Administrators' of

Vocational Rehabilitation
James McKenney, American Association of

Community Colleges
Lennox McLendon, National Adult Education

Professional Development Consortium, Inc.
Gerri Madrid-Davis, National Conference of

State Legislatures
Andrew Moore, National League of Cities
Sigurd Nilsen, General Accounting Office
Deborah Newby, Council of Chief State School

Officers
Stephanie Powers, National Association of

Workforce Boards
Brandon Roberts, Brandon Roberts and

Associates
Gwen Rubinstein, The Workforce Alliance
Steve Savner, Center for Law and Social Policy
Lynn Selmer, National Adult Education

Professional Development Consortium, Inc.
Robert Sheets, Northern Illinois University
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Bob Simoneau, National Association of State
Workforce Agencies

Margaret Singleton, Washington, DC Chamber
of Commerce

Sondra Stein, Consultant
David Stephenson, National Federation of

Independent Business
Susan Traiman, Business Roundtable
Stacey Wagner, National Association of

Manufacturers
Joan Wills, Institute for Education Leadership,

CWD

Project Staff and Consultants

John Baj, Center for Governmental Studies,
Northern Illinois University

Jan Dunlavey, National Governors Association's
Center for Best Practices

Beth Greenland, Greenland & Associates
Christopher King, Ray Marshall Center,

Univeristy of Texas
Neil Ridley, National Governors Association's

Center for Best Practices
Martin Simon, National Governors Association's

Center for Best Practices
Debbie Woods, National Governors Association's

Center for Best Practices
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I.  Florida

A. Authorizing Statutes for Florida's Shared
Information System

B. Staffing of Florida's Shared Information
System

C. Computer Resources for Florida's Shared
Information System

A.  Authorizing Statutes for Florida's Shared
Information System (Florida Educational and
Training Placement Information Program
(FETPIP)) Florida Statutes:  Section 1008.39

(1) The Department of Education shall develop
and maintain a continuing program of
information management named the "Florida
Education and Training Placement Information
Program," the purpose of which is to compile,
maintain, and disseminate information
concerning the educational histories, placement
and employment, enlistments in the United
States armed services, and other measures of
success of former participants in state
educational and workforce development
programs.  Placement and employment
information shall contain data appropriate to
calculate job retention and job retention rates.

(2) Any project conducted by the Department of
Education or the workforce development system
that requires placement information, shall use
information provided through the Florida
Education and Training Placement Information
Program, and shall not initiate automated
matching or records in duplication of methods
already in place in the Florida Education and
Training Placement Information Program.  The
department shall implement an automated
system which matches the social security
numbers of former participants in state
educational and training programs, with
information in the files of state and federal
agencies that maintain educational, employment,
and United States armed service records, and
shall implement procedures to identify the

occupations of those former participants whose
social security numbers are found in
employment records, as required by Specific
Appropriation 337A, chapter 84-220, Laws of
Florida; Specific Appropriation 337B, chapter 85-
119, Laws of Florida; Specific Appropriation
350A, chapter 86-167, Laws of Florida; and
Specific Appropriation 351, chapter 87-98, Laws
of Florida.

(3) The Florida Education and Training
Placement Information Program must not make
public any information that could identify an
individual or the individual's employer.  The
Department of Education must assure that the
purpose of obtaining placement information is to
evaluate and improve public programs or to
conduct research for the purpose of improving
services to the individuals whose social security
numbers are used to identify their placement.  If
an agreement assures that this purpose will be
served and that privacy will be protected, the
Department of Education shall have access to the
unemployment insurance wage reports
maintained by the Agency for Workforce
Innovation, the files of the Department of
Children and Family Services that contain
information about the distribution of public
assistance, the files of the Department of
Corrections that contain records of incarceration,
and the files of the Department of Business and
Professional Regulation that contain the results
of licensure examination.
(4) The Florida Education and Training
Placement Information Program may perform
longitudinal analyses for all levels of education
and workforce development.  These analyses
must include employment stability, annual
earnings, and relatedness of employment to
education.
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APPENDIX B

Additional Resources

Appendix B contains additional resources regarding Integrated Performance Information in Florida,
Oregon, Texas, and Washington.  The Appendix includes authorizing statutes, inter-agency agreements,
and other information on shared information systems.



B.  Staffing of Florida's Shared Information
System (Florida Educational and Training
Placement Information Program (FETPIP))

Director
Research Associate

Senior Database Analyst
Systems Project Analyst

Database Analyst
Computer Programmer Analyst I

Senior Database Analyst
Systems Project Analyst
Systems Project Analyst

Admin. Secretary
OPS
OPS

C.  Computer Resources for Florida's Shared
Information System (Florida Educational and
Training Placement Information Program
(FETPIP))

The Florida Education and Training Placement
Information Program (FETPIP) is a data
collection system that obtains follow-up data on
former students and others.  The information
includes employment, continuing postsecondary
education, military, public assistance
participation, and incarceration data. FETPIP's
mission is to provide accurate, timely and
comprehensive outcome information to Florida's
education, workforce development, and social
service programs.

The FETPIP system utilizes NWRDC for loading
and converting data to PCbased servers
(primarily from for input files from State
agencies).  FETPIP currently operates within a
consolidated server SAN (approximately 600 Gb)
using the Oracle 8I, file and print servers within
this environment.  FETPIP data is isolated within
the SAN from other department users because of
security related to student data from community
colleges, universities, and private education
institutions; unemployment insurance employer
wage data; welfare information; and other
sensitive data that needs to be protected from
access by workstations outside FETPIP.  High
level file creation occurs utilizing Oracle with
AD Hoc reporting relying primarily on RDMS
programs like FoxPro and Dbase using reporting
tools like Crystal Reports and R&R Report
Writer.  Arc View and SPSS have recently been
incorporated for reporting K 20 outcomes.
The files come in every conceivable format; Data

Junction is used to convert input files to desired
formats for follow-up purposes.

II. Oregon

A. Authorizing Statutes for Oregon's Workforce
Development System

B. Authorizing Statutes for Oregon's Shared
Information System 

C. Example of an Oregon Interagency Data
Sharing Agreement 

D. Operational Policies for Oregon's Shared
Information System

E. Example of an Oregon Individual Consent
Form for Data Sharing

A. Authorizing Statutes for Oregon's Workforce
Development System

See, http://www.leg.state.or.us/ors/660.html

B. Authorizing Statutes for Oregon's Shared
Information System

See, http://www.leg.state.or.us/ors/657.html

C. Example of an Interagency Data Sharing
Agreement
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INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT
For

Performance Reporting Information SysteM, or (PRISM)

This agreement is between the Employment Department, hereafter called Agency, and Department of
Corrections, hereafter called Participating Agency.

Administrators of this agreement are:

Participating Agency Administrator:

Employment Department Administrator:

1.   Effective Date and Duration
This agreement shall become effective on the date in which all parties have signed this Agreement, and
unless earlier amended, terminated or extended, this agreement shall expire on June 30, 2005.

2.   Purpose
Pursuant to ORS 657.734 Workforce performance measures system; rules. (1) The Employment
Department may establish a system for the purpose of collecting, analyzing and sharing statistical and
demographic data for the development and reporting of the workforce system performance measures
required by the federal Workforce Investment Act of 1998 (P.L. 105-220), and for Oregon's comprehensive
workforce system-wide performance indicators. The performance measures system is intended to share
the data, by agreement, with all Workforce Investment Act mandatory partners and one-stop delivery
system partners. The performance measures system shall not contain data submitted exclusively for use
in the Interagency Shared Information System.
(2) The Director of the Employment Department shall administer and, in consultation with the Education
and Workforce Policy Advisor, shall oversee the development of the performance measures system.
Mandatory and one-stop system partners, which may include state agencies, other governmental entities
and private organizations, shall be designated as participants in the performance measures system by
rule of the Employment Department, in consultation with the Education and Workforce Policy Advisor.
Mandatory and one-stop system partners shall enter into an interagency or other applicable agreement
with the Director of the Employment Department that:
(a) Establishes protocols for the collection and sharing of data in the system;
(b) Establishes safeguards for protecting the confidentiality of data in the system;
(c) Includes provisions regarding informed consent for sharing information obtained from individuals;
and 
(d) Provides for the sharing of costs for maintaining the system.

3.   Definitions
"System administrator" means the Employment Department staff designated by the Employment
Department Director to administer the Performance Reporting Information System (PRISM).

"Workforce Investment Act" means the federal Workforce Investment Act of 1998 (Public Law 105-220).
"Participants or Partners", as used in this Agreement, means Workforce Investment Act mandatory

partners and other one-stop partners that may include public or private sector organizations, who
provide information to PRISM. These partners include, but are not limited to: 

1. Department of Community Colleges and Workforce Development; Title 1B, Title II, and Cark Perkins
Post Secondary,

2. Department of Human Services: Children, Adults and Families, Vocational Rehabilitation Services,
and Office of Mental Health and Addiction Services; and,

3. Employment Department; and,
4. Department of Corrections 
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4.   Roles and Responsibilities.
Participating Agency under this Agreement shall:
1. Provide data in a format and according to protocols established by system administrator;
2. Designate one technical level staff to represent the Partner in the PRISM Data Elements Group; and, 
3. Provide data that is accurate, time-appropriate and meets PRISM established timelines as defined by the

PRISM Steering Committee.

Employment Department, charged with administering PRISM, shall be responsible for the following
activities:
a. Provide local fiscal agent responsibilities for accounting, budgeting and personnel 

related tasks for the System;
b. Provide space and support for the necessary hardware used by PRISM;
c. Provide leadership in discussions with the legislature regarding PRISM;
d. Limit access to detail data in the PRISM to those staff specifically tasked with implementing and

supporting the PRISM; and
e. Establish safeguards to protect the confidentiality of data in the system.

This Interagency Agreement consists of the following document that is hereby incorporated by reference:
Exhibit A — PRISM Operational Policies.

5.   Consideration.
Participating Agencies with fiscal commitment to financially support PRISM:

The maximum not-to-exceed dollar amounts represented above may be reduced as new partners join
PRISM as a Participating agency or entity.

The Employment Department will invoice current and future participants with fiscal commitments using
one of the following schedules:
a.  Once per biennium with participants making payment via revenue transfer or other acceptable method

of payment, as coordinated with Agreement Administrator or designee, upon receipt of invoice; or
b. Once per fiscal year for one half of biennial fiscal commitment with participants making payment via

revenue transfer or other acceptable method of payment, as coordinated with Agreement Administrator
or designee, upon receipt of invoice.

Participants shall coordinate their choice of payment schedule and payment method with the Employment
Department's Agreement Administrator or designee.

PARTICIPATING AGENCIES WITH FISCAL COMMITMENTS Biennial Revenue Transfer
Amount Not-to-Exceed

Department of Community Colleges & Workforce Development:
Title 1B; Title II; and Carl Perkins Post Secondary

$111,000.00

Department of Human Services: Children, Adults & Families;
Office of Vocational Rehabilitation Services; and, Office of Mental
Health and Addiction Services

$111,000.00

Employment Department $111,000.00

Department of Corrections $6,617.00

TOTAL $339,617.00
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6.    Under Development
During 2003-05 and future biennia, PRISM staff shall work with Partner Agencies to develop and refine the
system to provide the following items as resources allow:

a.  Maintenance (including interim releases).   
b.  Remaining System Wide Performance Indicators proposed by the Performance Accountability 

Policy Workgroup (PAPOL) and agreed to by the Oregon Workforce Investment Board 
(OWIB)will be added to the production PRISM system as part of on-going maintenance.   

7.   Subcontracts.
Participants in the PRISM shall not enter into any subcontracts under this Interagency Agreement.

8.   Amendments.
This Agreement may be amended.  The terms of this Interagency Agreement shall not be waived, altered,
modified, supplemented or amended in any manner whatsoever, except by written instrument signed by
all parties.

9.   Termination.
A.  This Interagency Agreement may be terminated by mutual consent of all parties, or by any 

Participant upon two weeks notice (14 consecutive calendar days), in writing and delivered by   
certified mail or in person to the Employment Department (charged with administering the PRISM).

B.  Participating Agency may terminate their participation effective upon delivery of written 
notice to the other party, under any of the following conditions:  
1.  If funding is not obtained and continued at levels sufficient to allow for purchase of the 

specified services.  When possible, and when agreed upon, the Interagency Agreement.
may be modified to accommodate a reduction in funds.

2.  If federal or state regulations or guidelines are modified, changed or interpreted in such a
way that the services are no longer allowable or appropriate under this Interagency  
Agreement, or are no longer eligible for the funding proposed for payments authorized by  
this Interagency Agreement.

Portions of funding contributions that have been made, as described in subsection 4. Consideration, of this
Agreement may be refunded on a pro-rated basis to the terminating Participating Agency 
depending upon circumstances of termination.

10.  Access to Records.
The Employment Department, partner state agencies, the Oregon Secretary of State's Office, the Federal
agencies that have oversight of participant programs and their duly authorized representatives shall have
access to the books, documents, papers and records otherwise privileged under law that are directly
pertinent to the specific agreement for the purpose of making audit, examination, excerpts and transcript.

11.  Compliance With Applicable Laws.
Participants will comply with all federal, state and local laws, regulations, executive orders and ordinances
applicable to the Work under this Contract.  Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Contractor
expressly agrees to comply with (I) Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; (ii) Section V of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973; (iii) the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and ORS 659.425; (iv) all
regulations and administrative rules established pursuant to the foregoing laws; and (v) all other applicable
requirements of federal and state civil rights and rehabilitation statutes, rules and regulations.

Agency's performance under this Contract is conditioned upon Participant's compliance with the
provisions of ORS 270.312, 279.314, 279.316, 270.320 and 279.555, which are incorporated by reference
herein.  Contractor will ensure that the language "equal opportunity employer/program" and "auxiliary
aids and services are available upon request to individuals with disabilities" in English and Spanish appear
on each work product.  Contractor will ensure that it does not discriminate on the basis of any of the
protections covered by the Workforce Investment Act (WIA) and described in 29 CFR part 37.
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All parties shall also comply with Section 303 (a) (1) and 303 (a) (8) of the Social Security Act, USC 5
section 552a of the Privacy Act of 1974, ORS 657.665 and Chapter 524, Oregon Laws 2001 (SB 400), and
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) (20 USC Sec. 1232g).

12.  Sensitive Information.
Except for information that is already a matter of public record, partners shall not publish or otherwise
disclose, except to the Employment Department or as otherwise required by law, any information or data
obtained hereunder from private individuals, organizations, or public agencies in a publication wherein
the information or data furnished by or about any particular person or employing entity can be identified,
except with the written consent of such person or establishment.  Information concerning the business of
the Employment Department, its financial affairs, and its relations with its clients and employees, as well
as any other information that may be specifically classified as confidential by the Employment
Department, shall be kept confidential.  Partners shall ensure that they take necessary provisions to keep
such information confidential. 

Mandatory and One-Stop system partners shall not allow public access to information received from the
system that identifies a particular individual unless required by law.  Mandatory and One-Stop system
partners shall refuse to disclose aggregate or summary level information when a small number of
aggregated records or some other factor creates a reasonable risk that the identity of individuals may be
discovered or disclosed.

13.  Merger Clause.
This Interagency Agreement constitutes the entire Interagency Agreement among the parties.  No waiver,
consent, modification or change of terms of this Interagency Agreement shall bind any of the parties
unless in writing and signed by all parties.  Such waiver, consent, modification or change, if made, shall be
effective only in the specific instance and for the specific purpose given.  There are no understandings,
agreements or representations, oral or written, not specified herein regarding this Interagency Agreement.
Each Partner Agency, by the signature below of its authorized representative, hereby acknowledges that
s/he has read this Interagency Agreement, understands it and agrees to be bound by its terms and
conditions.

SIGNATURES:
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D. Operational Policies for Oregon’s Shared Information System
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EXHIBIT A

PRISM OPERATIONAL POLICIES
OVERVIEW

Purpose
ORS 657.734 establishes the Performance Reporting Information System, hereinafter referred to as PRISM,
for the purpose of collecting, analyzing and sharing statistical and demographic data for the development
and reporting of the workforce system performance measures required by the federal Workforce
Investment Act of 1998 (P.L. 105-220), and for Oregon's comprehensive workforce system-wide
performance indicators.  The system shall share data with Workforce Investment Act partners and One-
Stop delivery system partners. 

OPERATION AND OVERSIGHT

ORS 657.734 states: "The Director of the Employment Department shall administer and, in consultation
with the Education and Workforce Policy Advisor, shall oversee the development of the performance
measures system".

Employment Department Responsibilities
The Performance Reporting Information System support staff shall: 
1. Plan, document, research, analyze, develop, test, implement and support the system delivery and

associated efforts.
2. Provide input to the development of project deliverables including the project charter, analysis and

design reports, test and implementation plans.
3. Provide a system that reports aggregate information on five (5) of the fourteen (14) system-wide

performance indicators.  The five (5) indicators include: Employment/Placement; Employment
Retention; Wage Gain; Welfare Caseload Reduction; and Welfare Caseload Recidivism.  Develop
aggregate reports for the performance indicators as each are defined and approved.

4. Commit resources to supporting system delivery efforts including cross-agency resources for user
acceptance testing and implementation.

5. Ensure data integrity and confidentiality. 
6. Encourage the development of common data definitions and standards across the system.
7. All features below assume a high level of security and controlled access to any tools or information

within the PRISM database system. Release 2.0 key features:
•  Connection from partner agency staff PC's to PRISM database to allow pending data using tools
developed for the task;
•  Browser based ad hoc reporting and analysis tools allowing controlled views of data that has been
customized for the individual needs of the participants;
•  FTP server available for participating agencies for data uploads to PRISM database;
•  Ability to selectively open up browser access to local WIB's and others as determined by Steering
Committee; and
•  There is continued posting of quarterly reports from the PRISM database to the PRISM web site.

Employment Department may bill a Partner Agency requesting 'ad hoc' reports or special analysis for
additional costs if the request is in addition to responsibilities outlined in this Interagency Agreement or
beyond the capacity of currently funded staffing levels.

Steering Committee Responsibilities
Committee members will be appointed by the Director of the Employment Department in consultation
with the Education and Workforce Policy Advisor.  This committee will represent upper level management
of the partner agencies.  This representative is responsible for keeping the Partner Agency head and other
key management staff at the Partner Agency informed about PRISM.  The Steering Committee will meet
once a month or as needed during the biennium and will focus on the following:
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1. Provide project oversight and direction in areas of policy, funding, strategic direction.
2. Approve interpretation of ORS 657.734 and Oregon Administrative Rule 471-015-0005 through 0020.
3. Provide strategic focus and advocacy.
4. Provide executive leadership for represented agency.
5. Approval of requests for changes to project cost, schedule or scope.
6. Issue resolution or escalation to Sponsors. And, 
7. Approval of major project deliverables.

Performance Accountability Policy Committee (PAPOL) Responsibilities
Committee members are assigned by the Partner Agency and local level partners in the workforce
development system.  The purpose of the group is to develop and present policy recommendations to Oregon
Workforce Investment Board (OWIB) for the Governor's System-wide Measures. 

Data Elements Group Responsibilities
This is a working committee staffed by partner agencies and supported by Employment Department staff.
Each Partner agrees to designate one qualified individual to represent the Partner on this committee.  This
individual will be at a technical staff level with a working knowledge of the Partner Agency's information
systems and data collection activities. 

This individual is responsible for keeping the Partner Agency's Chief Information Officer (or equivalent) as
well as the Partner Agency's representative on the Steering Committee informed as to activities of the Data
Elements Group.  The Data Elements Group will meet monthly or as needed.  The Data Elements Group is
primarily concerned with the development and processing of the data aspects of PRISM, and may also
make data-related policy recommendations to the PRISM Steering Committee.  The Data Elements Group
will focus on the following:
1. Maintain current and reliable submission of data to the system.
2. Maintain a PRISM security system.
3. Develop a program, or policy, for data validation assuring that data received is equal to that sent and

that transfer allocates data to the proper files.
4. Develop reports on data problems and associated issues to assure data is complete upon transfer;

resolve data mismatch conflicts; and, correct or update changes to data provided.
5. Periodically review and analyze existing data elements and data dictionary, ensuring that only data

items used for the purpose of analysis are collected and stored. And,
6. Review and analyze potential new data elements as necessary.

SECURITY AND DATA MANAGEMENT
The privacy of individual clients in PRISM will be protected by strict adherence to the provisions of this
Interagency Agreement.

Authorized Use of Client Unit Records
The Partner Agencies agree, unless otherwise exempt from this requirement by federal law, to present their
clients with a Social Security Number (SSN) disclosure statement.  This disclosure statement will authorize
the use of the client's SSN to match and track their unit record data within the PRISM system.

Each Partner Agency must also ensure that any customer whose information is being submitted has been
provided with full disclosure of:
(a)How the information will be used;
(b) The authority that authorizes the solicitation of the information and whether disclosure of such

information by the customer is mandatory or voluntary; and
(c) The effects on the customer, if any, of not providing all or any part of the requested information.
(d) The option to approve or decline sharing personal information.

Partner Agencies will send only unit record data that:
1. Has been authorized for release;
2. The disclosure statement is on file at the Partner Agency or designee; and
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3. The electronic flag designating authority to use the record is checked appropriately in the Partner's data
submission.

The PRISM staff will set the system to reject each unit record that does not contain the electronic
authorization to use it within the system.

Upon notification and supply of related documentation to PRISM staff that a client has chosen to reverse
previous authorization to use their SSN in PRISM, PRISM staff will remove all traces of the client's unit
record data from the system.

Transfer of System Data
Data from PRISM shall only be transferred in a format that encodes identifying data, including the client's
Social Security number.  All transfers must comply with applicable federal and state law.  Each Partner
Agency must also ensure that any customer whose information is being transferred has been provided with
full disclosure of:
(a) How the information will be used;
(b) The authority that authorizes the solicitation of the information and whether transfer of such information

by the customer is mandatory or voluntary; and
(c) The effects on the customer, if any, of not providing all or any part of the requested information.
(d) The option to approve or decline sharing personal information.

Privacy in PRISM
The Partner Agencies agree that records used and created during the course of record matching will be
maintained and safeguarded in such a manner to exclude unauthorized public access to information that
identifies a particular individual.  The PRISM data will be accessible to only the System administrator.
Persons with authorized access to information will be made aware of their responsibilities pursuant to this
agreement and to appropriate governing federal and state law.

The PRISM staff will maintain computer security on the PRISM server(s), which house all unit record level
data.  This will include physical, hardware, operating systems and software security measures, which allow
only authorized personnel access to the PRISM computer system.  A security procedures manual will be
maintained and followed to insure that all security measures remain in effect at all times.  The security
philosophy that has been adopted, and will be maintained, is based on the Department of Defense (DOD)
document DOD 5200.28-28-STD ("Orange Book" and updated periodically by the National Computer
Security Committee (NCSC) that addresses requirements for C-2 level Security measures for computer
systems).  C-2 level security measures will be employed wherever prudent.  All hardware, software, and/or
operating systems and purchases will be made with this level of security in mind.

PRISM security measures shall include, but are not limited to: firewalls and Internet Protocol (IP) filtering to
prevent unauthorized access through the Internet; monitoring and logging of system access; and
appropriate file permissions set on files.  PRISM staff shall exercise prudent effort to remain current on the
changing requirements for maintaining system security.  Partner Agencies will provide support to this
effort.   All breaches of security involving access to personally identifiable unit record level data will be
reported to all Partner Agencies.  Other breaches of security will be resolved by PRISM staff or the Steering
Committee, as appropriate.

The PRISM staff will manage the hardware and software selected to run the PRISM application to assure
that the PRISM technical system is compliant with the terms and conditions of this Interagency Agreement.

Data Management Policies
Data management policies will be in place that address client privacy, data integrity, data access,
appropriate data use and maintenance of a data dictionary.  In general, the PRISM will act as a limited agent
on behalf of Partner Agencies and will not use PRISM data in any manner not consistent with this
Interagency Agreement and applicable federal and state law.  The PRISM staff shall collect data from each
Partner Agency or other contracted workforce provider and distribute aggregate data.  The PRISM staff
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shall not disclose data to any person, state agency, official, or member of the public, or distribute any data
in a form that is in violation of, or is not compliant with, applicable federal and state law.  ORS 657.734,
states: "The information in PRISM is not a public record.  The information submitted to the system and the
information received from the system is a public record; the custodian of such information is the partner
state agency or organization that submits or receives the information.  If the mandatory or one-stop
delivery system partner receiving the information is not a public body, as defined in ORS 192.410, the
Employment Department shall keep a copy of the system information sent to that entity and shall be the
custodian of that copy for purposes of ORS 192.410 to 192.505".

Client Privacy
All Partner Agencies and PRISM staff will exercise the appropriate, necessary and prudent steps to prevent
unauthorized disclosure and/or identification of individual client's unit record data.  PRISM staff will
provide strategies for encrypting data, safely transmitting encrypted data, storing encrypted data, and
archiving unit record data, that effectively protect against the identification of individual clients.

All data sent to the PRISM computer from Partner Agencies will be transmitted with encryption.  Each
Partner Agency sending data will be responsible for assuring unit record level data provided to the PRISM
database will have the client's social security number (SSN) encrypted.

Data Delivery/Matching/Storing
Methods of electronic delivery include, but are not limited to, a floppy disk through the mail, electronic
transmission across the Internet, or some other agreed upon process.  Internet transfers will be made using
a secured, monitored log-on process.  PRISM staff will remove files from File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
posting from agencies in a prompt and timely manner. All interagency matching of records will be done
within the execution of the PRISM computer programs. 

All SSNs will be stored on-line in an encrypted format indecipherable to anyone except authorized PRISM
staff and authorized Partner Agency staff.  Partner Agency encrypted SSNs, on the PRISM computer
system, will be accessed only by authorized PRISM staff.

The encrypted SSN will be used to generate a unique PRISM identifier or to match an existing one if the
client is already in the database.  This identifier will then be exchanged with the SSN in the Partner
Agency's unit record data and the data can be added to the PRISM production database for further
processing without the SSN.  The table matching the PRISM unique identifier and client SSNs will be stored
in a separate, secure directory independent of unit record data.  In this way the SSN will be part of the
client's record only during initial processing when it reaches the PRISM computer and will not be stored
with unit record data in the working file.

In producing reports, only the PRISM identifier will be used to detect matching clients.  In order to further
protect identity, the PRISM computer will be programmed to prevent it from reporting any results from a
data match involving five or fewer clients.

Data Dictionary
The PRISM Data Dictionary will be maintained and reviewed by the Data Elements Committee.  The
PRISM Data Dictionary shall include definitions of data elements, allowable codes for those elements, and
file formats for reporting.  In addition, the data dictionary shall include information about the data
reported, including a definition of "client" for purposes of the PRISM and a count of "clients" who for some
reason are not included in unit record reporting.  All maintenance of the PRISM Data Dictionary will be
performed by PRISM staff and changes shall be recommended to and approved by the Data Elements
Group.

Data Integrity
Data that is matched to create reports will be subject to two kinds of validations: technical and logical.

The PRISM staff will create and maintain an interactive data collection validation and suspense process that
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will be made available to each submission location as a client application attached to the PRISM database.
This application will allow agency staff who submit data to view and correct the errors encountered during
the processing of their data submissions.  The application will:

1. incorporate an interactive suspense correction process with unit record and mass
update/delete/reprocess options to facilitate data correction;

2. will allow agencies to view only their data and in the form in which it was originally submitted; and,
3. will also provide a feature to allow low volume Partner Agencies to submit data directly through the

client connection to the database instead of other submission alternatives.

The data validation process will occur in two (2) steps. 

1. First, the data will be syntax validated with all invalid transactions being written to suspense tables for
correction or deletion.

2.  The second step takes all transactions passing the syntax validation and attempts to update the database.
Violation of database constraint or programmatic consistency validation will result in the transaction
being written to suspense tables for correction/deletion.  Any transactions deleted by the application
will be written to archive tables where they will be kept until deleted by agreement of Partner Agency
and PRISM staff.

Training in the use of the above application will be provided by PRISM staff.  PRISM staff will work with
Partner Agency data submission personnel to facilitate timely resolution to problems with data resulting in
suspense of that data.

Use for Public Policy
The PRISM staff will reject requests for reports that do not meet PRISM report guidelines or have not been
specifically approved by the Director of the Employment Department or the Workforce Policy Advisor.
Any person, agency, or organization requesting a copy of these reports will be directed to contact the
Partner Agencies for copies of the reports.

PRISM staff will generate approved computerized reports of aggregate statistical and demographic data on
education, training and other services provided to customer and resulting customer outcomes in order to
facilitate the development and coordination of employment, education and training programs for Oregon's
workforce.  The staff may, upon request, analyze the aggregate data according to the purposes of the
request and provide the analysis with the data.  The data produced will not be used by any Partner
Agency, participant, or other entity, to make any decision intended to affect a specific identifiable
individual.  Partner Agencies are not required, but may as a courtesy, seek consultation with other Partner
Agencies for reports containing information across multiple agencies, in which individual Partner Agency
data is not isolated.



E.  Example of an Oregon Individual Consent
Form for Data Sharing

In Oregon, each agency uses its own consent
form.   Disclosure statements must include: 

(1) How the information will be used; 
(2) The authority which authorizes the

solicitation of the information and whether
disclosure of such information by the
customer is mandatory or voluntary; and 

(3) The effects on the customer, if any, of not
providing all or any part of the requested
information; and

(4) The customer's ability to "opt in" or "opt out"
of giving their consent for their information to
be shared for purposes of the Performance
Reporting Information System.

The following is an example of a consent form
from the Employment Department's online
matching system. 
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III. Texas

A. Authorizing Statutes for Texas' Shared
Information System

B. Overview of Texas' Shared Information System
C. Funding for Texas' Shared Information System
D. Computer Hardware and Software for Texas'

Shared Information System

A.  Authorizing Statutes for Texas' Shared
Information System

Texas Government Code, Chapter 2308, Subchapter
D. Information and Training

§ 2308.151. Establishment of Evaluation System;
Funding

The council (Texas Workforce Investment Council)
shall establish, with the approval of the governor, a
funding formula to determine the level of support
each agency administering a workforce program must
provide to operate the automated follow-up and
evaluation system administered by the Texas
Workforce Commission under Subchapter E, Chapter
302, Labor Code (see below).

Texas Labor Code, Subchapter E. Chapter 302

§ 302.081.  Maintenance and Operation of Workforce
Development Evaluation System.  
(a)  The commission (Texas Workforce Commission)
shall maintain and operate an automated follow-up
and evaluation system derived from appropriate
available information, including:

(1)  unemployment insurance wage records
maintained by the commission; and 
(2)  student follow-up information available
through the Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board.

(b)  The agencies represented on the council shall
fund the maintenance and operation of the evaluation
system by using funds available to the agencies for
evaluation of each agency's workforce development
programs.

§ 302.082.  Information and Data For Evaluation
System.  

(a)  Each state agency represented on the council shall
provide information to support the commission's
follow-up and evaluation system as requested.
(b)  Evaluation data in the system must include:             

(1)  placement rates;                                             
(2)  wages paid;                                                    
(3)  retention in employment statistics;               
(4)  the number of education and

training-related placements; and        
(5)  other appropriate factors, including

public welfare dependency and the
pursuit of additional education.

(c)  The commission may develop a method for
collecting occupational information to supplement
wage record information collected by the commission.
The commission may request employers, providers,
and other appropriate sources to provide placement,
employment, and earnings information to the
commission.

§ 302.083.  Analysis.  

(a)  At least annually, the commission shall issue an
analysis, by occupation and by the provider of the job
placement performance, of each workforce
development program for the previous one-year,
three-year, and five-year periods to:

(1)  each provider of workforce education or
workforce training and services;
(2)  the Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board for each provider of workforce education
approved and administered by the coordinating
board;
(3)  each local workforce development board for
each provider of workforce training and services
in the workforce development area; and
(4)  the division.                                                           

(b)  The commission shall post each analysis issued
under Subsection (a) on the commission's Internet
website in a format that is readily accessible to and
understandable by a member of the public.

§ 302.084.  Use By Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board.

The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board shall
use the job placement information received under this
subchapter and other information to:

(1)  evaluate the effectiveness of workforce
education;                     
(2)  determine whether a public or private
workforce education program is effective in
placing persons who successfully complete the
program in jobs related to the  persons' training;
and 

(3)  determine whether to continue, expand,
or terminate a program established under Section
61.051, Education Code.

§ 302.085.  Use by Council And Workforce
Development Board.  

The council and each local workforce development
board shall use the information developed under this
subchapter and other information to determine
whether a specific workforce training and services
program administered by or funded by the local
board is effective and whether to continue the
training and services program.

§ 302.086.  Use of Evaluation System.  

The follow-up and evaluation system shall be used to
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assist the commission, the council, local workforce
development boards, institution boards, the Texas
Higher Education Coordinating Board, the Texas
Education Agency, and other agencies in evaluating
the labor market success and effectiveness of
workforce development in this state.

B.  Overview of Texas' Shared Information System

Both federal and state law requires workforce training
program accountability through the reporting of
documented outcomes. Core measures such as
employment, employment retention, and earnings
gains are derived through data exchanges and
matching involving several state agencies. Workforce
programs under WIA, TANF, and Perkins as well as
state mandates require performance reporting of
program effectiveness and outcomes. In Texas, the
Automated Student and Adult Learner Follow-Up
System (ASALFS) is the principal state mechanism
through which these outcomes are documented. This
system and annual report was mandated in state
statute in 1993 by SB642 and has been administrated
by the Texas Workforce Commission's Career
Development Resources Department (formerly
SOICC,) for more than a decade. Texas Government
Code-General Government 2308.152 states: "The
follow-up and evaluation system shall be used to
assist the council, local workforce development
boards, institution boards, the Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board, the Central Education
Agency, and other agencies in evaluating the labor
market success and effectiveness of workforce
development in this state." In addition, "Each state
agency represented on the council shall provide
information to support the council's follow-up and
evaluation system as requested."  Government Code
also provides that "the agencies represented on the
council shall fund the maintenance and operation of
the evaluation system by using funds available to the
agencies for evaluation of each agency's workforce
development programs."

The system derives performance measures for
programs by matching cohorts of program completers
or leavers against UI wage records, certain federal
employment records, and higher education master
enrollment data. From this matching of data bases,
employment outcomes, average wage information,
and continuing education outcomes are determined.

Current Structure

In the past, the Follow-Up System was administered
by the Texas Workforce Commission. Given changes
to address concerns about data sharing under the
provisions of the Federal Educational Rights and
Privacy Act (FERPA), the Follow-Up System is
currently being administered jointly by the Texas
Workforce Commission (TWC) and the Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board (THECB) through a

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). Under the
MOU, TWC prepares the data cohorts, matches them
with UI and other data bases, and sends the data to
THECB.  Then, THECB matches the data with the
master enrollment data base, analyzes the data and
sends the results back to TWC for inclusion and
publication in the annual report. 
Five Texas agencies operate workforce programs: 
• Texas Workforce Commission (TWC), 
• Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board

(THECB), 
• Texas Education Agency (TEA), 
• Health and Human Services Commission (HHSC),

and 
• Texas Youth Commission (TYC)  

State Programs included in the Follow-Up System are:

• TANF Choices
• Food Stamp Employment and Training
• Skills Development Fund
• Self Sufficiency Fund
• Wagner-Peyser Employment Services
• TAA/NAFTA
• WIA Title I - Adults, Dislocated Workers and

Youth
• Proprietary Schools
• Apprenticeship Training - Chapter 133
• Community and Technical Colleges
• Career Schools/Colleges (Proprietary)
• GED
• Public Education (Academic and Perkins)
• Windham School District (Academic and

Technical)
• WIA Title II - Adult Education
• Blind Services
• Rehabilitative Services
• School for the Blind
• Secondary Education (Academic and Technical)
• Project RIO (Adult)
• Project RIO (Youth) 
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Texas Workforce
Commission (UI)

Texas Workforce
Investment Council

Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board

(UI + Enrollment Data)

Choices
Food Stamps Employment & Training
Workforce Investment Act
Trade Adjustment Act
Skills Development Fund
Self-Sufficiency Fund
Project Rio
Employment Services
Apprenticeship
Veterans

Public CTC
Public Universities & HRI
TEA Programs:

GED
Adult Education
Public Education
Wyndham Schools

Department of Assistive
and Rehabilitative Services

School for the Blind
School for the Deaf
Rehabilitation Comm.

TX Youth Commission

Record Linkages:

1. Because of restrictions under the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), the Texas
Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECB) will handle all education records. Along with
records from public community and technical colleges, universities and health science centers,
THECB will conduct records linkages (Unemployment Insurance (UI) and public postsecondary
enrollment records) for TEA, TEEX, and Dept. of Assistive and Rehabilitative Services (DARS) and
produce summary reports and aggregated electronic files containing performance data described in
this memorandum.  THECB will provide aggregated follow-up data back to each agency and TWC.
Each agency will be responsible for producing the report described in this memorandum.

2.   TWC will link seed records of all TWC programs to UI wage records.  TWC will produce enhanced
seed records and provide these records to the THECB where they will be linked to public
postsecondary enrollment records to determine pursuit of postsecondary education.  THECB will
produce aggregate tables and electronic files for each cohort and send these back to TWC.  TWC
will produce reports for all TWC programs.  

The Workforce Development Evaluation System of Texas
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C.  Funding of Texas' Shared Information
System

Texas Government Code §2308.151 requires the
Texas Workforce Investment Council (Council)
to establish, with the approval of the Governor, a
formula "to determine the level of support each
agency administering a workforce program must
provide to operate the automated follow-up and
evaluation system."   On September 17, 2004, the
Council endorsed a revised funding formula. It
was subsequently approved by the Governor on
September 28, 2004.   

The formula calculates two variables to
determine a cost per seed record:  
1. the operating costs incurred by the Texas

Workforce Commission (TWC) and the Texas
Higher Education Coordinating Board
(THECB) to maintaining the system and
produce the annual report, and 

2. the number of participant seed records from
agencies administering workforce programs.  

Therefore, the formula is: Agency Cost =
Number of Seed Records * Cost per Seed Record,
where the cost per seed record is determined by
dividing the total number of seed records from
all agencies by the total cost of operating the
system.  The number of seed records per agency
was determined by the actual number of seed
records run in the 2004 report. Agencies new to
the follow-up system provided numbers of
program participant leavers for the same time
period.  

In 2004:
• total number of seed records was 2,186,387
• total cost of operating the system was

$169,347

As a result, cost per seed record for the 2005
follow-up report is $0.0774.

In subsequent years, the cost per seed record will
be determined by using actual cost to operate the
system and actual seed record counts for the
previous year.  TWC and THECB will submit
data on seed records and operating costs to the
Council each year.  The Council will calculate the
cost per seed record and notify agencies of the
total cost for the forthcoming Follow-up Study.  

D.  Computer Hardware and Software
Requirements for Texas' Shared Information
System

TWC hardware and software requirements for
the Automated Follow-Up System

Hardware:
1. MS XP Professional Edition
2. 1 High capacity tape backup
3. 1 High resolution color printer
4. 1 Black and white printer
5. 1 Facsimile machine
6. 1 Server

Software:
1. 3 Personal Computers Loaded
2. SAS for PC
3. Microsoft Office Suite
4. Visual FoxPro for Professionals
5. DBMS Copy
6. WS FTP Pro
7. Adobe Acrobat
8. Publishing Software

IV. Washington

A. Authorizing Statutes for State Workforce
Board's Performance Accountability Duties

B. Interagency Agreement Establishing
Governance for Washington's Shared
Information System

C. Regression Models

A. Authorizing Statutes for Washington
Workforce Board's Performance Accountability
Duties

RCW 28C.18.005
Findings. The legislature finds that the state's
system of work force training and education is
inadequate for meeting the needs of the state's
workers, employers, and economy. A growing
shortage of skilled workers is already hurting the
state's economy. There is a shortage of available
workers and too often prospective employees
lack the skills and training needed by employers.
Moreover, with demographic changes in the
state's population employers will need to employ
a more culturally diverse work force in the
future.



The legislature further finds that the state's
current work force training and education
system is fragmented among numerous agencies,
councils, boards, and committees, with
inadequate overall coordination. No
comprehensive strategic plan guides the
different parts of the system. There is no single
point of leadership and responsibility. There is
insufficient guidance from employers and
workers built into the system to ensure that the
system is responsive to the needs of its
customers. Adult work force education lacks a
uniform system of governance, with an
inefficient division in governance between
community colleges and vocational technical
institutes, and inadequate local authority. The
parts of the system providing adult basic skills
and literacy education are especially
uncoordinated and lack sufficient visibility to
adequately address the needs of the large
number of adults in the state who are
functionally illiterate. The work force training
and education system's data and evaluation
methods are inconsistent and unable to provide
adequate information for determining how well
the system is performing on a regular basis so
that the system may be held accountable for the
outcomes it produces. Much of the work force
training and education system provides
inadequate opportunities to meet the needs of
people from culturally diverse backgrounds.
Finally, our public and private educational
institutions are not producing the number of
people educated in vocational/technical skills
needed by employers.

The legislature recognizes that we must make
certain that our public and private institutions of
education place appropriate emphasis on the
needs of employers and on the needs of the
approximately eighty percent of our young
people who enter the world of work without
completing a four-year program of higher
education. We must make our work force
education and training system better
coordinated, more efficient, more responsive to
the needs of business and workers and local
communities, more accountable for its
performance, and more open to the needs of a
culturally diverse population. 

RCW 28C.18.010
Definitions. Unless the context clearly requires
otherwise, the definitions in this section apply
throughout this title.

(1) "Board" means the work force training and
education coordinating board.

(2) "Director" means the director of the work
force training and education coordinating board.

(3) "Training system" means programs and
courses of secondary vocational education,
technical college programs and courses,
community college vocational programs and
courses, private career school and college
programs and courses, employer-sponsored
training, adult basic education programs and
courses, programs and courses funded by the job
training partnership act, programs and courses
funded by the federal vocational act, programs
and courses funded under the federal adult
education act, publicly funded programs and
courses for adult literacy education, and
apprenticeships, and programs and courses
offered by private and public nonprofit
organizations that are representative of
communities or significant segments of
communities and provide job training or adult
literacy services.

RCW 28C.18.030
Purpose of the board. The purpose of the board
is to provide planning, coordination, evaluation,
monitoring, and policy analysis for the state
training system as a whole, and advice to the
governor and legislature concerning the state
training system, in cooperation with the state
training system and the higher education
coordinating board. 

RCW 28C.18.060
Board's duties. The board, in cooperation with
the operating agencies of the state training
system and private career schools and colleges
shall:

(1) Concentrate its major efforts on planning,
coordination evaluation, policy analysis, and
recommending improvements to the state's
training system.

(2) Advocate for the state training system and
for meeting the needs of employers and the work
force for work force education and training.
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(3) Establish and maintain an inventory of the
programs of the state training system, and
related state programs, and perform a biennial
assessment of the vocational education, training,
and adult basic education and literacy needs of
the state; identify ongoing and strategic
education needs; and assess the extent to which
employment, training, vocational and basic
education, rehabilitation services, and public
assistance services represent a consistent,
integrated approach to meet such needs.

(4) Develop and maintain a state
comprehensive plan for work force training and
education, including but not limited to, goals,
objectives, and priorities for the state training
system, and review the state training system for
consistency with the state comprehensive plan.
In developing the state comprehensive plan for
work force training and education, the board
shall use, but shall not be limited to: Economic,
labor market, and populations trends reports in
office of financial management forecasts; joint
office of financial management and employment
security department labor force, industry
employment, and occupational forecasts; the
results of scientifically based outcome, net-
impact and cost-benefit evaluations; the needs of
employers as evidenced in formal employer
surveys and other employer input; and the needs
of program participants and workers as
evidenced in formal surveys and other input
from program participants and the labor
community.

(5) In consultation with the higher education
coordinating board, review and make
recommendations to the office of financial
management and the legislature on operating
and capital facilities budget requests for
operating agencies of the state training system
for purposes of consistency with the state
comprehensive plan for work force training and
education.

(6) Provide for coordination among the
different operating agencies and components of
the state training system at the state level and at
the regional level.

(7) Develop a consistent and reliable data base
on vocational education enrollments, costs,
program activities, and job placements from
publicly funded vocational education programs
in this state.

(8) Establish standards for data collection and
maintenance for the operating agencies of the
state training system in a format that is accessible
to use by the board. The board shall require a
minimum of common core data to be collected
by each operating agency of the state training
system.

The board shall develop requirements for
minimum common core data in consultation
with the office of financial management and the
operating agencies of the training system.

(9) Establish minimum standards for program
evaluation for the operating agencies of the state
training system, including, but not limited to, the
use of common survey instruments and
procedures for measuring perceptions of
program participants and employers of program
participants, and monitor such program
evaluation.

(10) Every two years administer scientifically
based outcome evaluations of the state training
system, including, but not limited to, surveys of
program participants, surveys of employers of
program participants, and matches with
employment security department payroll and
wage files. Every five years administer
scientifically based net-impact and cost-benefit
evaluations of the state training system.

(11) In cooperation with the employment
security department, provide for the
improvement and maintenance of quality and
utility in occupational information and forecasts
for use in training system planning and
evaluation. Improvements shall include, but not
be limited to, development of state-based
occupational change factors involving input by
employers and employees, and delineation of
skill and training requirements by education
level associated with current and forecasted
occupations.

(12) Provide for the development of common
course description formats, common reporting
requirements, and common definitions for
operating agencies of the training system.

(13) Provide for effectiveness and efficiency
reviews of the state training system.



MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

The agencies subscribing to this agreement hereby establish the Participant Outcomes Data Consortium
(hereinafter called PODC) pursuant to RCW 39.34.

PURPOSE
The purpose of the consortium is to
* Provide leadership in protecting the privacy and rights of individuals and entities (including firms)

whose data records are linked for the purposes of program improvement and evaluation, and to insure
the confidential treatment of that information

* Manage a cost-effective process of compiling program outcomes data for use in program improvement
activities at the local and state-level, and for use in evaluations thereof, as needed for reporting to the
legislature, agency management, and to consumers

* Improve the accuracy, consistency across agencies  and usability of such data for these same program
improvement activities and for state-level evaluation purposes

* Reduce the local-level reporting burden in providing data for outcomes measurement purposes

The Consortium will achieve these purposes by coordinating joint and parallel data linking and compiling
activities.  The purposes do not extend to either sharing of data or creation of joint databases beyond the
extent to which such activities are otherwise authorized outside of the actions of the PODC.

MEMBERSHIP
Section I

After initial establishment of the Consortium, additional state governmental agencies may join through
becoming signatory to this agreement, subject to unanimous approval of pre-existing signatory agencies.
Agencies may withdraw from this agreement at any time.

Section II

Official membership shall consist of the designated representatives of the heads of the signatory agencies,
or representatives' alternates as designated in writing to the Consortium chairperson.  Each member shall
have one vote.

OFFICERS AND DUTIES
Section I

Officers of the Consortium shall be the chairperson and vice chairperson.

Section II

Officers shall be elected at the annual meeting and shall take office at that time.  Unexpired terms shall be
filled by the members at the succeeding general meeting.

Section III

Duties of the officers shall be as follows:
A. The chairperson shall be the presiding officer of the PODC.
B. The chairperson shall be responsible for preparing and distributing to all Consortium members, the

agenda for all meetings.
C. The chairperson will provide opportunity for a person(s) to place items on the agenda.
D. The chairperson shall be responsible for contacting agency heads or their designee about excessive

absenteeism from Consortium meetings.
E. The chairperson is authorized to enter into hiring and contracting agreements on behalf of the

Consortium when such agreements are authorized by resolution.
F. The vice chairperson shall, in the absence of the chairperson, perform the duties of that office.
G. Consortium members may be removed from the office of chairperson or vice chairperson by a majority

vote of the Consortium.
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MEETINGS

Section I 

The PODC shall conduct meetings at least biannually with elections to be held at the annual meeting.

Section II

Fifteen working days prior to a biannual meeting, the chairperson shall provide members with a meeting
agenda, materials for discussion, and the time and place of the meeting.

Section III

Additional items will be placed on the agenda upon request to the chairperson.

Section IV

The Consortium meetings shall convene at the announced time and place whenever a simple majority of the
members are present.

Section V

The chairperson shall be responsible for the distribution of minutes to all members within five working
days of each meeting.

Section VI

Meetings shall conform to the Open Meetings Act, Chapter 42.30, RCW, pertaining to meetings being
declared open and public.

PODC SUBCOMMITTEES

Section I

The PODC shall designate subcommittees composed of members, agency staff, and others when necessary
to discuss matters of concern to the Consortium.  PODC subcommittees shall be chaired by a Consortium
member.  Findings, conclusions, and recommendations will be reported to the Consortium at regular meetings.

RESOLUTIONS

Section I

The formal action of the Consortium shall be promulgated in the form of resolutions.  Proposed resolutions
shall be prepared by the chairperson and submitted to each member with the agenda of the next meeting at
which the resolution will be considered for adoption or rejection.  Adoption of resolution shall be by a
majority of the members present at a regular or special meeting, with the exception of cost sharing
agreements, which shall require unanimous agreement by all members whose agencies are participating in
a specific cost sharing agreement.

Section II

The Consortium shall define and authorize by resolution any staffing of or contracting by the PODC.

AMENDMENTS TO BYLAWS

Section I

Bylaws may be adopted or amended by a majority vote of the Consortium in attendance at any regular
meeting, providing the proposed bylaw or amendment has been submitted to members at least 15 working
days prior to the meeting.



PARLIAMENTARY AUTHORITY

Section I

Except as specifically noted in this agreement, Robert's Rules of Order, Revised shall be the authority on
questions of parliamentary procedure.

RECORDS

Section I

All records shall be maintained in compliance with applicable provisions of the Washington State Open
Government Act, RCW 42.30 when appropriate.

DATA

Section I

Nothing in this agreement shall extend accessibility of data beyond what is permitted in state and federal law.
All data processed under this agreement shall remain property of the agency originating the data.  All exchange
of linked data shall be governed by state and federal law and authorized by separate agreements among the
agencies exchanging data.

CARETAKER AGENCY

Section I

The Consortium shall select a caretaker agency to serve as administrative agent for activities conducted through
the Consortium.

Section II

Selection of any staff hired for the Consortium shall be consistent with personnel policies of the caretaker agency
and the decisions of the Consortium.

Section III

PODC fiscal matters shall be accounted for in a manner consistent with the accounting practices of the caretaker
agency.  Funds appropriate for, awarded, or paid to the PODC must be clearly identified and separately
accounted for by the caretaker agency.

We, the undersigned, agree to the terms of this Memorandum of Agreement.
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C. Regression Models

See http://www.wtb.wa.gov/IPIreg.doc
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